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IMPROVING COLLEGE AFFORDABILITY: 
A VIEW FROM THE STATES 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2012 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, EDUCATION, LABOR, AND PENSIONS, 

Washington, DC. 
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in room 

SD–430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Tom Harkin, chair-
man of the committee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Harkin, Enzi, Bingaman, Hagan, Merkley, 
Franken, Bennet, Whitehouse, Blumenthal, and Alexander. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARKIN 

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. The Senate Committee on Health, 
Education, Labor, and Pensions will come to order. 

As the fall semester began in recent weeks, more than 21 million 
students enrolled or returned to college, whether on campus or on-
line. While this number sounds impressive, we are reminded again 
on Tuesday by the OECD, the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development, that America continues to lag other ad-
vanced nations and we now rank 13th when it comes to younger 
adults with degrees. 

As we know all too well, one of the main reasons that America 
has fallen from the top spot is that college has become increasingly 
unaffordable for a growing number of Americans. During the Au-
gust break, I heard repeatedly from students and parents across 
Iowa about the financial squeeze they are facing from the spiraling 
cost of college and, of course, their increasing anxiety about the 
level of student debt. These are the real stories of financial hard-
ship behind the statistics that we’ve heard over and over: how stu-
dent debt has crossed the $1 trillion mark; how average loan debt 
topped $25,000; how public college tuition has tripled since the 
1980s, outpacing both inflation and family income. 

America’s system of higher education has been one of shared re-
sponsibility. Students, families, States, and the Federal Govern-
ment all take a part in funding a college education. But, in the past 
30 years, we’ve witnessed a gradual and structural realignment of 
each partner’s share of the growing cost of college. States are con-
tributing less, while students and their families are shouldering a 
heavier burden, financed largely through the Federal Government’s 
financial aid programs. 

This cost shifting means that State and local support per student 
is lower today than it was 25 years ago in constant dollars. States 
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collectively spend $6.12 per $1,000 in personal income, down from 
$8.75 just in 1990, though personal income has increased by 66 
percent over that period. Moreover, States’ spending on higher edu-
cation as a share of their budget is declining. States now spend an 
estimated 11.5 percent on higher education, down from 14 percent 
20 years ago. 

This declining investment means that students have to pay more 
as public institutions try to cover the State cuts through tuition 
hikes. Net tuition accounted for just 23 percent of educational reve-
nues in 1986. Today, it is more than 43 percent. Given the fact that 
70 percent of America’s college students attend public colleges and 
universities, the national implications of this State retrenchment 
for college access and success are obvious. 

Now, for its part, the Federal Government has stepped up efforts 
to help students pay for college. I hope that we can all acknowledge 
that this model of shifting cost is neither sustainable nor desirable. 
To be fair, these trends mask significant efforts by some States— 
admittedly, only a few—to increase investments in higher edu-
cation. I think it also obscures the fact that funding alone will not 
necessarily make possible what I hope is our shared goal for each 
and every American to have access to high-quality, postsecondary 
educational opportunities regardless of one’s background. While 
funding is essential, smart policies are integral to maximizing the 
impacts of such investments. 

With the committee’s previous hearings on college affordability, 
today’s hearing will focus on what’s being done and how it can be 
replicated or adapted by others to keep the dream of higher edu-
cation alive for students. The previous hearing emphasized prom-
ising strategies employed by innovative colleges and universities to 
curb the cost while improving student outcome. Today, we’ll shift 
our attention to States and their policies for improving afford-
ability. 

We are fortunate to have a distinguished panel of guests. They 
will shed light on State efforts, policies, and initiatives that hold 
promise for prioritizing and improving college affordability. They 
will help identify State barriers to innovation, efficiency, and effec-
tiveness at both the systems and the institutional levels. There is 
much room for progress and improvement when it comes to our 
system of higher education. It seems to me that a consensus is 
emerging from these very productive hearings on the need to break 
with business as usual. 

Increasing college affordability is going to take leadership, col-
laboration among all stakeholders, and a real sense of urgency. I 
look forward to our continuing efforts in this regard and our work 
with our distinguished Ranking Member, Senator Enzi, and col-
leagues on both sides to tackle this problem and to ensure that our 
higher education system remains affordable, accessible, and re-
sulted-oriented both for students and taxpayers. 

With that, I invite Senator Enzi for his opening remarks. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ENZI 

Senator ENZI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for con-
tinuing to focus the committee on the increasing challenges that 
students and their families face in paying for college. As you were 
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making your remarks, I couldn’t help but reflect back on some com-
ments by a former Governor of Tennessee and a former University 
of Tennessee president who said that because of Federal costs that 
the Federal Government has shifted to the States, the only place 
that they have flexibility is in how much they give to colleges. So 
we’ve added to the problem somewhat there, too. 

While there’s very little left to say about how expensive higher 
education has become, I recently heard a very disturbing descrip-
tion of just how high college prices have climbed. Earlier this sum-
mer, the Finance Committee held a hearing focused on higher edu-
cation provisions in the tax code. During that hearing, one of the 
witnesses explained the following: If milk and gas had risen as fast 
as college prices since 1980, gas would be $13 a gallon today and 
milk would be $23 a gallon. 

This is simply astounding and underscores the urgent need for 
us to begin asking questions about the effectiveness of current Fed-
eral student programs and how we can do things better. We’ll be 
looking to reauthorize the Higher Education Act in the next few 
years and through that look for ways that the Federal Government 
can better serve students. As we begin that process, it’s important 
that we consider what’s being done at the State level. 

For that reason, we’ve asked our witnesses today to discuss a few 
of the promising innovations already being implemented through-
out the States. Many of these could and should serve as a model 
for future reforms in the Federal student aid programs as we work 
to reverse the seemingly endless increases in college costs. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Enzi. 
As I said, we have an exceptional panel of witnesses here today. 

I want to thank all of you for taking the time to be here and shar-
ing your experience. I will start, and I will yield to others for intro-
ductions. 

I will start by welcoming our first witness, Dr. Muriel Howard, 
president of the American Association of State Colleges and Uni-
versities. Before becoming president in 2009, Dr. Howard was 
president of Buffalo State College, a campus of more than 11,000 
students, approximately 1,700 faculty and staff, a financial oper-
ation of more than $214 million. 

Prior to joining Buffalo State, she was the vice president for Pub-
lic Service and Urban Affairs at the University of Buffalo, where 
she served in various leadership capacities over a 23-year period. 
A graduate of the University of New York’s Richmond College, Dr. 
Howard holds a master’s degree in education and a Ph.D. in edu-
cational organization, administration, and policy from the Univer-
sity of Buffalo. She has also received six honorary degrees and 
many awards for her contributions to public higher education, for 
service to her community, and her commitment to diversity. 

We thank you for being here. 
Next, I would yield to our distinguished Senator from Colorado 

for purposes of our next introduction. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENNET 

Senator BENNET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you 
again for holding this important hearing. It’s my honor to introduce 
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Dr. David Longanecker to the committee. Dr. Longanecker has 
served as president of the Western Interstate Commission for 
Higher Education in Boulder, CO, since 1999. The commission is 
a regional compact among 15 western States which seeks to im-
prove access to higher education. 

Previously, Dr. Longanecker served for 6 years as the Assistant 
Secretary for Postsecondary Education at the Department of Edu-
cation. In this role, he developed and implemented initiatives that 
provided more than $40 billion annually in student assistance. 

Prior to that, he served as the State higher education executive 
officer in both Colorado and Minnesota. He was also the principal 
analyst for higher education for the Congressional Budget Office, 
and welcome back. 

Dr. Longanecker has worked closely with our Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, Joe Garcia, who serves as the executive director of the Colo-
rado Department of Higher Education. This collaboration promises 
exciting developments for the future of higher education in Colo-
rado. 

Dr. Longanecker has been an exemplary leader in education, 
both nationally and in Colorado, and I look forward to his testi-
mony. 

Thank you for being here today. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Bennet. 
I would yield to Senator Alexander for purposes of our next intro-

duction. 
Senator ALEXANDER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman, and thanks for the 

series of hearings. It’s my privilege to welcome John Morgan here. 
John is one of our most experienced State officials. He has worked 
with the State of Tennessee for 30 years. He has been the Con-
troller of the Treasury. He was deputy to our Democratic Governor 
before the election of our new Republican Governor, with whom he 
now works. He is chancellor of the Tennessee Board of Regents, 
which is the sixth largest system of public higher education in the 
country. It has a number of 4-year institutions and 2-year institu-
tions. 

What I’m especially looking forward to hearing about is the sys-
tem that he and Governor Bredesen put in place and that Governor 
Haslam and he are now implementing, which has our State focus-
ing more of our dollars for higher education on retaining and grad-
uating students than simply the number who are enrolled. One 
way to save money if you’re going to a 4-year institution is to stay 
and graduate in 4 years or 5 years instead of 6 years, which is the 
norm. 

Welcome, Mr. Morgan. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
The next witness will be Dr. Preus. As commissioner of Oregon 

Community Colleges, Dr. Preus provides leadership and advocacy 
with the Governor, the legislature, and other statewide stake-
holders for Oregon’s 17 community colleges, seven workforce invest-
ment areas, and many community-based organizations. Prior to her 
appointment as Commissioner, Dr. Preus held leadership roles in 
workforce development at the local end State levels. 

She has also had private sector experience as a chemist and 
quality control manager with United States Steel. She serves on 
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numerous boards across the country and graduated from Cum-
berland Junior College and Middle Tennessee State University. 
She earned a master’s in business administration from Indiana 
University and her doctorate from Oregon State University. 

We welcome you all, a very distinguished panel. All of your state-
ments will be made a part of the record in their entirety. What I 
would ask is that you just give a brief summation in 5 to 7 min-
utes. We’ll go down the line, and then we’ll open it up for a dialog. 

Dr. Howard, we’ll start with you. Welcome and please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF MURIEL A. HOWARD, Ph.D., B.A., PRESIDENT, 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVER-
SITIES, WASHINGTON, DC 

Ms. HOWARD. Good morning, and thank you, Chairman Harkin, 
Ranking Member Enzi, and distinguished Senators of the com-
mittee. As you know, my name is Muriel Howard, and I’m presi-
dent of the American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities, henceforth referred to as AASCU. 

AASCU’s membership comprises of approximately 420 public in-
stitutions that vary by enrollment, size, and mission, but are pri-
marily recognized as State comprehensive master’s institutions. It 
is an honor for me to appear before you today, and I applaud the 
committee for continuing to examine this important subject of col-
lege affordability. 

College affordability is the responsibility of four primary stake-
holders, the Federal Government, State government, institutions, 
and families. The Federal Government has strengthened its com-
mitment in recent years with increased funding for the Pell grant. 
And I thank each of you for that, especially you, Mr. Chairman. 

Institutions have a responsibility to provide a quality education 
while maintaining reasonable tuition. I am pleased to report that 
public 4-year institutions have been working hard to be responsible 
partners in the college affordability compact. These institutions 
provide substantial grant aid to financially needy students, and in-
stitutional spending data from the past decade illustrates that 
master’s comprehensive public colleges and universities have kept 
overall increases in the cost of educating students at roughly the 
rate of inflation. 

So why the dramatic increase in tuition during the past several 
years? Simply put, State investment in higher education is on a 
downward spiral. Per student, State investment in higher edu-
cation has deteriorated over the past 25 years. Numerous studies 
have cited this as the single greatest factor in the rise of tuition 
at public 4-year institutions. 

States, though, can help by investing in student financial need- 
based aid programs. State grant-aid programs award money for col-
lege, based on financial need, academic merit, or a combination of 
both. Over the past 20 years, there has been an increase in award-
ing more merit-based aid than there has been need-based aid. The 
shift toward merit aid programs is a step backward, in my opinion, 
in addressing college affordability. Merit-based programs distribute 
aid to students from higher income backgrounds, awarding tax-
payer funds to students who would likely have enrolled in college 
regardless of the financial aid. 
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States, on the other hand, should provide greater flexibility 
around institutional policies. Flexibility is essential when resources 
are constrained. Greater institutional flexibility in setting tuition, 
financial aid, the procurement and sharing of goods and services, 
and adjusting regulations involving capital improvements are crit-
ical. 

In the area of tuition policy, it’s important for me to note that 
public institutional leaders in 40 States do not have complete au-
tonomy to establish their own tuition rate. This authority rests in 
either a State agency or the State legislature. Likewise, the institu-
tion should have flexibility and control to determine how tuition 
dollars are allocated across the campus, including the use of tuition 
dollars for student financial aid. 

States should ensure that students are college- and career-ready. 
As the committee knows, 46 States have adopted the Common Core 
State Standards that are designed to better prepare students for 
college and career success. Implementation of these standards will 
reduce remediation costs and time to degree, thereby reducing the 
overall financial burden on students. Proper and successful imple-
mentation of the new State Standards must involve higher edu-
cation. 

States should also consider mission-driven, flexible, and equi-
table performance-based funding systems. You will soon learn 
much more about that from the Tennessee witness this morning. 

Finally, an area where the Federal Government’s leverage can 
have an important impact on college affordability is through main-
tenance of effort provisions. The Federal Government has pursued 
this strategy in recent years through several legislative vehicles. 
AASCU’s analysis indicates that Federal maintenance of effort pro-
visions are successful, and that without them States would have re-
duced public higher education funding more dramatically, which 
would result in even higher tuition increases. 

In closing, State funding is the most critical component to ensur-
ing college affordability, although I have highlighted several non- 
financial related policies that can also positively affect institutions 
with keeping the overall cost to students as low as possible. 

Thank you, and I look forward to the discussion. 
[The prepared Statement of Ms. Howard follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MURIEL A. HOWARD, PH.D., B.A. 

SUMMARY 

The introduction notes that there are four main actors in higher education financ-
ing and ensuring affordable college access—Federal and State governments, institu-
tions of higher education, and families. The primary reason for tuition increases at 
public institutions is the reductions or lack of sufficient increases in State higher 
education funding. Public master comprehensive institutions have held per-student 
costs to the rate of inflation during the past decade. 

Dr. Howard discusses State strategies that can help promote college affordability 
and student success. She notes four specific areas including: policies providing State 
funds in support of students on need-based, rather than merit-based, financial aid 
programs; policy reforms that provide greater flexibility to institutions and which 
in turn can generate cost savings and better utilization of moneys; implementation 
of college and career-ready State academic standards; and the use of performance- 
based funding initiatives. 

States should be pursuing policies that award State aid through need-based for-
mulas, ensuring better affordability to low-income students. Under flexibility, the 
testimony calls for greater autonomy for institutions setting and controlling their 
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1 Trends in College Spending, 1999–2009, Delta Cost Project. http://www.deltacostproject.org/ 
analyses/deltalreports.asp. 

own tuition; relief from restrictions on the use of tuition funds, including the alloca-
tion of awarding financial aid; easing requirements within State procurement rules 
for acquiring goods and services; and finally, simplifying the requirements associ-
ated with the construction of capital projects. College-ready academic standards will 
result in better prepared students, which may in turn reduce costs by decreasing 
the time required to degree completion. Finally, performance-based funding may be 
a useful tool, but has not to date demonstrated its relationship to affordability. 

The conclusion highlights what the Federal Government can do to support the 
State’s role in affordability. Since direct support to institutions is the single, great-
est factor in tuition prices, the Federal Government can encourage continued State 
support through maintenance of effort provisions in legislation. It is suggested that 
education policy should be viewed by State and Federal policymakers in a broad 
P–20 context and provide sufficient flexibility while remaining goal oriented. 

Thank you Chairman Harkin, Ranking Member Enzi, and other distinguished 
Senators for affording me this opportunity to speak to the States’ role in making 
college affordable. I commend the committee for exploring this topic. My name is 
Muriel Howard and I have the honor of serving as the president of the American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities, AASCU. Now in its 51st year, 
AASCU is a national leadership association consisting of some 400 presidents, 
chancellors and system heads of public 4-year colleges and universities. The group 
is diverse in its membership, ranging from small, liberal arts institutions enrolling 
a few hundred students to research-intensive universities that enroll tens of thou-
sands of students. However, we are mainly recognized as representing the com-
prehensive, master’s institutions which include nearly all the public Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs) and 
numerous other Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs). AASCU institutions offer af-
fordable access to a quality postsecondary education to nearly 4 million students an-
nually. 

College affordability is a responsibility of four primary stakeholders: the Federal 
Government, State government, institutions, and families. The Federal Government 
has strengthened its commitment in recent years with increased funding for the Pell 
grant. I want to thank each of you for that commitment, and to extend special ap-
preciation to you Chairman Harkin. Families, as the consumer, have a role in pay-
ing for some portion of the student’s college education. Institutions have a responsi-
bility for maintaining tuition prices at a reasonable level and for working to restrain 
college costs. Public 4-year institutions have been a responsible partner in the com-
pact to mitigate rising costs associated with attending college. In addition to award-
ing substantial grant aid to financially needy students, institutional spending data 
from the past decade illustrate that master comprehensive public colleges and uni-
versities have kept overall increases in the cost of educating students to roughly the 
rate of inflation. This analysis of institutional spending, conducted by the Delta Cost 
Project at the American Institutes of Research, indicates that it is these institutions 
that are the most efficient in American higher education, with spending-per-degree 
the lowest of any sector.1 

So why the dramatic increase in tuition prices during the past several years? The 
answer leads us to the final major player in ensuring college affordability—the 
States. Per-student State investment in higher education has deteriorated over the 
past 25 years. Numerous studies have highlighted this trend and have correctly 
linked it as the single largest reason for the rise in tuition at public 4-year institu-
tions. I recognize that as the fiscal situation at the Federal level has become alarm-
ing, States also have been facing challenging budgetary circumstances, especially 
since they must abide by balanced budget requirements. However, while State in-
vestment is the most important factor in maintaining affordable tuition, there are 
other avenues for States to explore that will help ease the financial burden of a col-
lege education. I will briefly discuss four strategies States can utilize to improve col-
lege affordability and student success. 

STATE INVESTMENT IN STUDENT FINANCIAL NEED-BASED AID PROGRAMS 

State disinvestment in public colleges and universities and the subsequent cor-
responding increases in tuition prices have raised the profile of State grant aid as 
a vital component in financing a college education for low- and middle-income stu-
dents. State grant aid programs award money for college based on financial need, 
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2 National Association of State Student Grant and Aid Programs (2012). 42nd Annual Survey 
Report on State-Sponsored Student Financial Aid: 2010–2011 Academic Year. Retrieved from 
http://www.nassgap.org/documentldownload.aspx?documentID=880. 

3 Ibid. 
4 Brookings Institution State Grant Aid Study Group (2012). Beyond Need and Merit: 

Strengthening State Grant Programs. Brown Center on Education Policy at Brookings. Retrieved 
from http://www.brookings.edu/∼/media/research/files/reports/2012/5/08%20grants%20chingos% 
20whitehurst/0508lstatelgrantlchingoslwhitehurst.pdf. 

academic merit or a combination of need and merit. These programs are typically 
funded through State taxes or lottery revenues. Each State has a unique approach 
to State aid, with some States having multiple grant programs. 

State student aid grants remain a centerpiece of college finance for millions of 
Americans; however, these grant funds are increasingly being distributed based on 
academic merit, as opposed to financial need. According to the National Association 
of State Student Grant and Aid Programs (NASSGAP), almost 4.3 million students 
received a total of $9.2 billion in State grants in 2010–11.2 Of the State grant money 
awarded that year, 71 percent was need-based and 29 percent was merit-based. In 
contrast, in 1992–93, 90 percent of State grant funds were awarded at least par-
tially on students’ financial circumstances.3 

The shift toward politically popular merit-based aid is a step backward in the ef-
fort to boost college attainment. Unmet financial need is still a major hurdle for col-
lege enrollment and completion for low-income students. Merit-based programs often 
distribute aid to students from higher income backgrounds, awarding taxpayer 
funds to students who would have likely enrolled in and finished college without the 
help of the subsidy. Awarding State grants based solely on high school performance 
remains an inefficient use of precious State resources, perpetuates longstanding in-
equities in American society and may be contrary to the fundamental purposes of 
student financial aid. 

State policymakers should consider the recommendations of a paper policy issued 
this spring by the Brookings Institutions, Beyond Need and Merit: Strengthening 
State Grant Programs. The report calls for State grants targeted to students with 
financial need while also requiring students to meet basic academic milestones to-
ward timely degree completion. The report’s recommendations include the following: 

1. Target State grants to needy students with the potential to succeed. By 
restricting aid to low- and middle-income students, States can use their resources 
most efficiently. The report also encourages States to look beyond 18–24-year-old 
college students to adult populations, and possibly implementing a separate pro-
gram for these students. 

2. Consolidate and simplify student grant programs, making them easier 
to understand and navigate by families. The system of institutional, State, and 
Federal aid is complicated, and States should make every effort to merge their grant 
programs and make them understandable for students and families. 

3. Use incentives to drive timely degree completion. Provide grant aid incen-
tives to students, such as rewarding additional aid at specified milestones in earned 
credits hours. Programs must have well-designed incentives for students to make 
progress toward finishing their degrees on time. This should not include high GPA 
requirements. 

4. States that reduce funding for grant programs or make other pro-
grammatic changes should do so without harming students with the most 
financial need. In States where grant program funding is reduced, or program eli-
gibility requirements or other program reforms are altered, programs should not 
change academic requirements that have a deleterious effect on low-income and 
nontraditional student participation.4 

GREATER STATE FLEXIBILITY INVOLVING INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES 

A second area of action that States can take to enhance college affordability in-
volves the granting of greater flexibility to public colleges and universities on a 
range of institutional matters. In the absence of increases in State operating sup-
port necessary to keep tuition prices from rising above the rate of inflation, States 
can provide greater autonomy to institutions, helping them in their quest to maxi-
mize the efficiency and prudent utilization of scarce resources, which can in turn 
help reduce the college cost burden to students. 

One area where flexibility can be most helpful is in the setting of tuition policy. 
The tuition dollars paid for by students and their families account for an increasing 
share of public universities’ general fund budgets. Greater flexibility and institu-
tional control in the setting of tuition rates and the subsequent utilization of the 
tuition revenues allows for more strategic use of these moneys. Yet, in 40 States, 
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5 State Tuition and Financial Aid Assistance Policies for Public Colleges and Universities. 
State Higher Education Executive Officers, 2010–11. http://www.sheeo.org/finance/tuit/2010– 
2011Tuitionlandlfees.pdf. 

6 Public College and University Procurement: A Survey of the State Regulatory Environment, 
Institutional Procurement Practices, and Efforts Toward Cost Containment (April 2010). Amer-
ican Association of State Colleges and Universities and the National Association of Educational 
Procurement. http://www.aascu.org/uploadedFiles/AASCU/Content/Root/PolicyAndAdvocacy/ 
PolicyPublications/aascunaepfinal%281%29.pdf. 

an entity other than the institution has control over such policy; many times author-
ity over tuition matters is in the hands of State agencies and even State legisla-
tures.5 As an example of a new, rational approach to tuition policy, lawmakers in 
New York have implemented a plan that allows the State’s public universities to 
raise tuition prices moderately over the next several years and to use a portion of 
the revenues strategically in ways that will foster college affordability and generate 
greater institutionally led economic development activity. This approach provides 
students and families with more certainty in college planning, and institutions with 
greater assurance in their fiscal planning in the years ahead. 

Likewise, public colleges and universities must have sufficient flexibility in the al-
location of financial aid dollars provided to students. AASCU institutions enroll a 
large proportion of students from low-income backgrounds, and therefore strive to 
maximize the utility of grant aid to students. The flexible, strategic use of institu-
tional grant aid is essential if our States and the Nation are to meet ambitious— 
and vital—educational attainment goals. 

Another opportunity where States can provide institutions with greater latitude 
which can in turn lead to reduced costs for students involves State policies and 
mandates pertaining to the procurement of goods and services. Collectively, public 
colleges and universities spend billions of dollars annually on everything from lab-
oratory equipment to energy to insurance; procurement policies and practices affect 
virtually every aspect of campus operations. 

A 2010 study of institutional and State procurement policies and practices, con-
ducted by AASCU in collaboration with the National Association of Educational Pro-
curement (NAEP), illustrated that some States’ procurement policies inhibit public 
colleges’ and universities’ ability to fully maximize purchasing power, generate cost 
savings, enhance product/service quality and improve the efficiency of institutional 
procurement operations.6 

The AASCU/NAEP study offered a number of State policy reforms to contain costs 
and improve productivity in institutional procurement. These include allowing insti-
tutions to participate in group-purchasing consortiums, making institutional partici-
pation in State purchasing contracts voluntary, allowing institutions to conduct ne-
gotiations with suppliers beyond the competitive bidding process, and to review, and 
if warranted, increase the minimum dollar threshold for purchases requiring State 
approval and adjust minimum thresholds involving formal competitive (sealed) bids. 
The report features case studies from three States—Colorado, Kansas and Vir-
ginia—where public universities have been granted greater control over procure-
ment matters, allowing the institutions to save money and reallocate funds to where 
they make the most impact: in the classroom. 

A final area where greater State flexibility and autonomy can lead to improved 
cost savings, institutional performance and student and taxpayer savings is in the 
area of capital construction. As with tuition, financial aid and procurement policies, 
the framework involving oversight of the campus construction process varies consid-
erably by State. A common refrain echoed by frustrated campus officials is that the 
maze of State approval processes, regulations, mandates and various other adminis-
trative requirements often slow construction timelines down to a glacial pace. The 
extent of State bureaucratic red tape often dampens the pace at which the positive 
outcomes associated with campus improvements can be realized, among them being 
the creation of jobs and spin-off economic development associated with construction 
projects, and students’ and professors’ ability to use the facilities in a timely man-
ner. Surely, moneys can be better spent on supporting the core teaching and learn-
ing enterprise rather than on the capital construction process, where an over-
whelming and unnecessary slate of State rules and reporting requirements siphon 
off precious institutional resources. 

In the overarching call for greater State flexibility as it affects campus policies 
and practices, one thing must be made clear: greater autonomy in no way should 
be construed as a diminishment of institutional accountability. As stewards of the 
public’s trust, State colleges and universities must rightfully account for all re-
sources, public and private, in order to fully leverage every dollar in the advance-
ment of the teaching, research and service missions of these public enterprises. 
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7 Update on Federal Maintenance of Effort Provision: Reinforcing the State Role in Public 
Higher Education Financing (July 2012). American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities. http://www.aascu.org/policy/publications/policy-matters/2012/MaintenanceofEffort-II 
.pdf. 

INCREASING COLLEGE READINESS—IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMON CORE 
STATE STANDARDS 

A third area where States are demonstrating leadership and which holds strong 
promise for raising students’ readiness for and participation in postsecondary edu-
cation involves new college and career-readiness academic standards. While nearly 
all the States have adopted the Common Core State Standards, a few have devel-
oped their own set of standards. The Common Core State Standards are designed 
to better prepare students for success in college. This should lead to reduced time- 
to-degree, thereby reducing the overall cost burden on students, and more efficient 
use of institutional resources. However, proper and successful implementation of the 
new standards by States must involve the higher education community and more 
specifically, public institutions of higher education. Ensuring that both K–12 and 
postsecondary faculty have a working knowledge of the standards, through strong 
working partnerships, is essential. In addition, States must engage their higher edu-
cation institutions and systems in the development and implementation of learning 
assessments associated with the new curricular standards. It is through these part-
nerships that better curriculum and course alignment will occur, along with 
strengthened pre-service and in-service teacher development programs. 

MISSION-DRIVEN, FLEXIBLE AND EQUITABLE PERFORMANCE-BASED FUNDING SYSTEMS 

A final activity that I will discuss involves a more strategic State approach in the 
allocation of institutional operating support. Over the last 3 years, many States 
have developed performance-based funding (PBF) systems for public colleges and 
universities. PBF systems tie a portion (or all) of an institution’s State funding to 
performance on a series of metrics, such as student retention and degree comple-
tions. The objectives of these systems are to incentivize institutions to address a va-
riety of State strategic goals, such as productivity improvement, cost savings and 
workforce development. While this approach to higher education finance is not new, 
best practices gleaned from prior attempts and advances in State data collection 
have led to a series of promising performance-based funding programs. In par-
ticular, Tennessee and Pennsylvania have innovative approaches that account for 
institutional differences while still driving performance improvement. AASCU sup-
ports State experimentation with performance-based funding systems that account 
for the diverse missions among State institutions and that award institutions for 
boosting measures of success for low-income students. 

IN CONCLUSION 

I began my remarks by highlighting that there are multiple entities involved in 
making higher education affordable. The Federal Government’s role does not merely 
need to be constrained to student aid programs. In the last reauthorization of the 
Higher Education Act, as well as in several other pieces of legislation, provisions 
have been inserted requiring States to maintain a certain level of funding support 
for public higher education institutions. AASCU’s own analysis indicates that Fed-
eral ‘‘maintenance of effort’’ provisions are successful and that without them States 
would have reduced higher education funding more dramatically over the past sev-
eral years.7 Given the strong relationship between State funding for public higher 
education and tuition costs at these institutions, it is clear that without these Fed-
eral maintenance of effort requirements, tuition costs would have increased even 
more dramatically in many States. 

The maintenance of effort provision contained in the Higher Education Act is 
rather weak compared to provisions in other education and healthcare measures. As 
such, higher education is often squeezed out of the budget process as States meet 
Federal funding requirements established in P–12 education programs, as well as 
in meeting Medicare/Medicaid costs. While there is widespread acknowledgement 
that higher education is a major State economic driver, the reality is that State 
budget priorities center on P–12 education funding, Medicare/Medicaid programs, 
and public safety/corrections before higher education. While recognizing there are 
many views on the subject of maintenance of effort, I simply urge Congress to fully 
understand the interplay of these provisions. It is certainly within the Congress’ 
purview to remove these Federal requirements; however, if there are to be Federal 
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provisions, then they should be treated as equally as possible in order to provide 
States with some flexibility to fund all of them. 

State funding is the most critical component to any State higher education activ-
ity; however, I have highlighted several other non-financial related policies that can 
also have a positive effect on assisting institutions with keeping the overall cost bur-
den to students as low as possible. 

American higher education is a key generator for economic prosperity. We are all 
well aware of the statistics related to the jobs that will require a postsecondary edu-
cation in the years ahead. States and the Federal Government need to examine edu-
cation in the context of a P–20 continuum and invest and implement policies accord-
ingly. There is not a one-size-fits-all solution, thus these policies should provide 
needed flexibility while remaining goal-oriented. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Howard. 
Dr. Longanecker. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. LONGANECKER, Ed.D., M.A., B.A., 
PRESIDENT, WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION, BOULDER, CO 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, good morning, and thank you for the opportunity to be with 
you today. 

For the record, I’m David Longanecker. I’m president of the 
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, which is a 
federally chartered interstate compact that has the simple mission 
of trying to expand access to high-quality postsecondary education 
to the citizens of the West. It represents the 15 Western States. 
There are some States that think they’re western, but they didn’t 
join WICHE, so they’re not part of the West. 

[Laughter.] 
We’re here today to talk about improving college affordability. 

More specifically, I was asked to talk about the strategies for im-
proving college affordability that are being designed and imple-
mented at the State level, and I’ll focus on the West. 

The 21st century has really brought a new way of thinking about 
what affordability means, at least at the State level. Affordability 
now refers not only to what students have to pay and their families 
have to pay, but also what the States can afford. There have been 
three waves that really have created this change in philosophy 
from one that’s focused almost exclusively on students to one that’s 
focused on both students and State resources. 

The first is the rapid increase in the demand for higher edu-
cation that has occurred. It has been driven by the needs of our 
Nation for a better educated population and by the increasing re-
turns on investment to a college education for individuals. But, the 
result is a much larger share of our population going to college 
than was in the past, and that makes the limited funds available 
to the States to be spread more thinly. 

The second wave is really an evolution in the philosophy about 
who should pay for college. Many at the State level now see higher 
education as having great benefits as both a public good and as a 
private good, and, thus, redefining how those costs should be 
shared by students and government has been a factor in what has 
been occurring recently. 

And, third, the exceptional financial difficulties the States have 
faced over the last few years have really required that States look 
at all public services, including higher education, in a different way 
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and work on doing more with less. To find the right balance be-
tween public and private benefits and affordability, States are pur-
suing a number of very creative new approaches to maintaining af-
fordability. Some of these policies and practices focus on improving 
the efficiency and the effectiveness in the delivery of education, 
what I’ll refer to as supply-side activities. 

Perhaps the most popular of those is performance funding. Ten-
nessee is sort of a leader in this area, and I’m sure you’ll hear 
something about that. It’s pretty much all the rage in higher edu-
cation these days. In the West, about half of the WICHE States are 
involved with performance funding. Most of those focus on the com-
pletion agenda. Some people have said they think that the comple-
tion agenda is an anti-access agenda and an anti-affordability 
agenda. They’re absolutely wrong. 

As Senator Alexander mentioned, if institutions are rewarded for 
performance on the completion of their students, they’re going to 
find a way to get their students to completion quicker and more 
likely to completion. Both of those are going to reduce the costs and 
increase the benefits to the students who are involved. So from our 
perspective, it’s a very positive activity. 

A number of our States, in addition to working on that, are work-
ing explicitly in their performance agreements to reduce equity 
gaps that exist in higher education. That would be true in Colorado 
and in Nevada. In Washington State, the community colleges and 
technical education system has developed a performance-based 
funding system that rewards students at different benchmarks as 
they progress, because the research suggests that students who 
achieve those benchmarks are more likely to complete their edu-
cation. Oregon is exploring a performance-based funding strategy 
that, if adopted, will tie funding to institutions based on their de-
livering education at a highly efficient rate. I’ll leave it to Dr. Preus 
to explain that in greater detail for you. 

An alternative to outcomes or performance-based funding is in-
centive funding. Many of the States are using incentive funds to 
encourage institutions to change the way in which they’re doing 
business and to be more affordable. In South Dakota, while they 
have eliminated this recently, they were providing funding for in-
stitutions to adopt a program of studies that was developed by the 
National Center for Academic Transformation which promotes the 
use of hybrid, technology-enhanced instruction which proves to 
have higher student learning at a substantially lower cost. 

The California legislature is considering designating a special 
funding stream to enhance student success in the California com-
munity colleges, specifically, through a variety of academic and stu-
dent support services. So you’ve got a variety of supply-side things. 

On the demand side, we have traditionally at the State level fo-
cused on need-based student financial aid or, more recently, as 
Muriel indicated, merit-based aid programs. We’re still using finan-
cial aid as a tool, but we’re refining that. In Washington State, 
which has had the strongest financial aid system in the West, gen-
erally, they have a new public-private partnership intended to com-
plement their existing need-based program which is intended to re-
ward lower and middle-income students who participate in STEM 
fields through combined public and private funding. 
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In Massachusetts, they have a pilot program they’re looking at 
to pay at-risk students to take more credit hours, because students 
who take more credits graduate sooner. The research is pretty clear 
on that. That’s an area that’s been researched at the institutional 
level by MDRC—found very promising results. Massachusetts is 
looking to see if you can take it to scale at the State level. 

A number of States have developed blended programs that take 
the best of merit-based programs and the best of need-based pro-
grams and put them together. The program I like the best is Okla-
homa Promise Scholarship. From the eighth grade on, if you take 
a rigorous curriculum in a high school and get decent—doesn’t 
have to be great—grades and stay like a nice person—you don’t go 
get a criminal record—you basically are assured that your tuition 
will be paid. What’s very interesting is recently, last year, the legis-
lature passed that that program has to be funded before any other 
service of State government receives any funding. 

Now you have a combination of supply and demand, the way 
States do that. Some of the States are actually blending the two 
of those and putting both of those together. In the past, Washing-
ton’s finance policies have probably been the most in sync of any 
of the Western States, and they’re now making that better with 
their new public-private partnership. They’ve also passed a State 
law that says if the institutions raise their tuition beyond a reason-
able level, which they establish, then the institutions have a re-
quirement—the public institutions have a requirement to fill in the 
additional financial need that that has created for students with 
assessed financial need. 

Oregon is amplifying this program I just mentioned. I think it’s 
the most innovative of the new initiatives that are there. I’ll let 
Cam talk about that rather than me try to talk about it. I think 
what they’re talking about could be a real transformation in the 
way in which we finance our education. 

All in all, the unique times that we face have forced the States 
to become very creative in fashioning ways to preserve financial ac-
cess for their students. While the changes wrought by the new ap-
proaches are uncomfortable for many, because they break the tradi-
tional concepts of affordability and of quality, they are necessary if 
we are to assure that the students can afford to go to college, given 
the times we face. 

The unfinished agenda, I believe, is that the various partners— 
the students, their families, the institutions, State and Federal 
Government—need to work more in sync than we do today to en-
sure that the various strategies we are doing blend well together 
and ensure affordability in the world of limited resources. The Fed-
eral Government could provide a major impetus for such partner-
ships if its major student financial aid programs and other pro-
grams required a stronger partnership between the Federal, the 
State, and the institutions. 

You’ve done this very effectively in the past. The old SSIG pro-
gram, at least in its initial incarnation, encouraged the States to 
develop need-based aid programs. You could do it again, and I en-
courage you to do so. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Longanecker follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID A. LONGANECKER, ED.D., M.A., B.A. 

SUMMARY 

AFFORDABILITY 

The 21st century has brought a new way of thinking about what affordability 
means. Affordability now refers both to what students and their families can afford 
and to what taxpayers can afford. The dilemma is that the new focus on what the 
States can afford has tested the limits of what students and their families can af-
ford. 

PROMISING STATE-LEVEL SUPPLY-SIDE INTERVENTIONS 

The most popular current strategy involves the use of performance funding to re-
ward and induce greater affordability. Examples include the following: 

• Colorado’s new Master Plan for Higher Education will reward institutions for 
greater success in reducing equity gaps in graduation rates and numbers, as will 
Nevada’s new funding formula. 

• The Washington State Community and Technical College system has developed 
a performance-funding process that rewards institutions based on the success of 
their students in achieving various persistence benchmarks. 

• Oregon is exploring a performance-funding strategy that will tie funding to in-
stitutions based on their delivering education at a highly efficient threshold. 

PROMISING STATE-LEVEL DEMAND-SIDE INTERVENTIONS 

Affordability initiatives have focused on reducing the cost to students through fi-
nancial aid. 

• Washington State has embellished its robust State need-based financial aid pro-
gram with a new public/private partnership intended to reward lower and middle- 
income students who chose to major in STEM fields of study. 

• Massachusetts has developed a pilot program to see if providing grants to needy 
students who commit to taking more credits each term will enhance their persist-
ence and completion. 

• The Oklahoma Promise Scholarship assures eighth graders who come from low- 
and moderate-income families that if they take a rigorous curriculum in high school, 
get decent (but not necessarily exceptional) grades, and stay out of trouble they will 
have their tuition paid for at any State institution. 

PROMISING STATE-LEVEL INTERVENTIONS BLENDING SUPPLY AND DEMAND EFFORTS 

WICHE has encouraged the Western States to integrate all of their finance poli-
cies, so that they work in sync to assure affordable access to and success in high- 
quality educational opportunities. 

• Washington has traditionally balanced a comparatively high tuition structure at 
both the 2-year and 4-year level with a strong need-based financial aid program. 

• Arizona integrated policies that sought to assure that the State’s three public 
universities would have sufficient funding to thrive through the combination of 
State support and tuition revenue and that increases in tuition would be matched 
dollar for dollar by institutional funds for students with financial need (defined as 
Pell grant recipients). 

• Oregon’s recently adopted Shared Responsibility Program creates a State policy 
based on an overall higher education financing partnership with the State, the stu-
dent, the student’s family, the Federal Government, and the institutions of higher 
education. 

STATE EFFORTS TO ASSURE AFFORDABILITY IN THE NEW NORMAL 

Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. I am 
David Longanecker, president of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher 
Education (WICHE), a federally chartered interstate compact of the 15 Western 
States with the mission of expanding access to high-quality postsecondary education 
for the citizens of the West. 

We are here today to talk about ‘‘improving college affordability’’—more specifi-
cally, to talk about the strategies for improving college affordability that are being 
designed and implemented at the State level. WICHE is very pleased to have the 
opportunity to join in this discussion because there are a number of very promising 
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State initiatives in the West and elsewhere dedicated to making college more afford-
able. 

But in addressing this set of policy initiatives, we must first define what we mean 
by ‘‘affordability.’’ 

Since about the turn of the century, we at WICHE have been looking at the con-
cept of affordability in a new way—and very differently than it had been defined 
in the last century. 

Traditionally, the concept was quite simple. Affordability meant colleges charge 
tuition that was affordable to those citizens who wished to be students. The stand-
ard policy response, therefore, was to keep tuition as low as possible. Many States 
even imbedded the concept that college should be either free or as close to free as 
possible in State law. This was particularly true in the West, where the traditions 
of private higher education are not as strong as in other regions of the country and 
where most higher education was provided with public funding through public insti-
tutions. 

In the middle of the last century both the Federal Government and the States em-
bellished the original concept in two important ways. First, through the Higher 
Education Act of 1965 and amendments of 1972, which established most of the cur-
rent array of Federal student aid programs, the Federal Government recognized 
that individual affordability varied, depending upon a family’s financial cir-
cumstances, and public policy responded by developing the concept of need-based fi-
nancial aid. Second, it recognized that costs other than tuition (living expenses, 
books, fees, etc.) also affected affordability and needed to be taken into account. Fol-
lowing the Federal lead, State public policy also recognized these two qualifying con-
ditions to individual affordability and universally established State-level need-based 
financial aid programs. 

Truth be told, however, the States were not nearly as committed to this new con-
cept of affordability as the Federal Government was. Many of the States created 
their need-based programs only to receive the matching Federal funds available 
through the State Student Incentive Grant Program (SSIG). While every State os-
tensibly established a ‘‘need-based’’ program, only about a dozen established robust 
efforts. In the West only California and Washington established serious need-based 
grant programs; most States continued to abide by the original concept, equating 
affordability with low tuition. 

The 21st century has brought a new way of thinking about what affordability 
means, at least at the State level. Affordability now refers both to what students 
and their families can afford and to what taxpayers can afford. Three factors have 
shaped this new concept of affordability. First, the rapid increase in the demand for 
higher education, driven by our Nation’s need for more well-educated people in the 
workforce and the increase in individual returns on investment from higher edu-
cation, has strained budgets and pushed legislators to look at how much their States 
can afford to pay. Second, an evolving change in philosophy about who should pay 
for higher education has shifted policy in a number of States from an assumption 
that higher education is primarily a public good that should be paid for primarily 
with public funds to a political philosophy that assumes that higher education has 
great benefits as both a public good and a private good and that its cost should be 
more equally shared by students and government. Some have seen this as a shift 
toward the privatization of public higher education, but in truth it is more of a bal-
ancing of costs between beneficiaries. Third, the exceptional financial difficulties 
that States have faced as a result of two recessions in quick succession at the begin-
ning of this century have created what is commonly referred to as the ‘‘new normal,’’ 
in which all public services, including higher education, must do more with less and 
in which evidence-based results are the metric. The result of these three new ways 
of thinking about affordability in higher education has led to State policy that relies 
more significantly on students paying a larger share of the costs of college. 

The dilemma, of course, is that the new focus on what the States can afford has 
tested the limits of what students and their families can afford—and it is concern 
about this aspect of affordability that you are really focused on today. I just encour-
age you to recognize that affordability is now confounded by the financial limits of 
State government than it traditionally has been. 

Today, I will share with you some of the most promising State policies and prac-
tices intended to assure higher education affordability, as we now define it. Some 
of these policies and practices are supply-side interventions, focusing on changing 
institutional behavior. Others are demand-side interventions, focusing on changing 
student behavior. Yet others combine interventions focused both on institutional 
(supply-side) and student (demand-side) behaviors. 
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PROMISING STATE-LEVEL SUPPLY-SIDE INTERVENTIONS 

It should be acknowledged that many of the activities of States to increase produc-
tivity and efficiency in order to maintain affordability have been fostered by the gen-
erous support of Lumina Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. A 
Lumina Foundation project, originally dubbed ‘‘Making College Affordable,’’ provided 
substantial funding to a bevy of States, which have provided the test bed for many 
of the affordability initiatives referenced below. The Complete College America orga-
nization has furthered these efforts by engaging more than half of the States in de-
veloping clear metrics and methods for improving their productivity. 

Perhaps the most popular current strategy, both at the State legislative and gov-
ernance level, involves the use of performance funding to reward and induce greater 
affordability. Examples include the following. 

• Many States are adopting performance funding strategies that will reward in-
stitutions for graduating more students. While this may not appear to be an afford-
ability strategy, it truly is. Institutions realize that students who can’t afford college 
are much less likely to enroll in the first place and less likely to graduate if they 
do enroll. Thus, for the institutions to reap the rewards of graduating more students 
they must assure students that higher education is affordable. In the West Colo-
rado’s new Master Plan for Higher Education will reward institutions for greater 
success in reducing equity gaps in graduation rates and numbers, as will Nevada’s 
new funding formula. 

• The Washington State Community and Technical College system has developed 
a performance-funding process that rewards institutions based on the success of 
their students in achieving various persistence benchmarks. Again, while this may 
not seem like affordability policy, it is, because students who persist at higher rates 
reach their educational goals quicker and thus more affordably. 

• Oregon is exploring a performance-funding strategy that, if adopted, will tie 
funding to institutions based on their delivering education at a highly efficient 
threshold, comparable to the most productive competitors in the higher education 
marketplace. 

Other States are providing incentive funding for institutions that adopt programs 
designed to focus on affordability. 

• South Dakota provided funding for institutions to adopt programs developed by 
the National Center for Academic Transformation, which promotes the use of hybrid 
(technology-enhanced) classroom instruction that has demonstrably increased stu-
dent learning at a lower cost. 

• The California Legislature is considering designating special funding to enhance 
student success in the California Community Colleges through a variety of academic 
and student support services. 

PROMISING STATE-LEVEL DEMAND-SIDE INTERVENTIONS 

Traditionally, affordability initiatives have focused on reducing the cost to stu-
dents through financial aid, and this remains fertile ground for State policy innova-
tions and interventions. 

• Washington State, which traditionally has had one of the most generous and 
economically rational sets of State finance policies, has embellished its robust State 
need-based financial aid program with a new public/private partnership intended to 
reward lower and middle-income students who chose to major in STEM (science, 
technology, engineering, and math) fields of study. 

• Massachusetts has developed a pilot program to see if providing grants to needy 
students who commit to taking more credits each term will enhance their persist-
ence and completion. This program will test whether such pay-for-performance ap-
proaches—which have worked at the institutional level, according to some re-
search—can be taken to scale at a State level. 

• A number of States have developed blended programs that combine the best 
principles of both need-based and merit financial aid programs. The Oklahoma 
Promise Scholarship, for example, assures eighth graders who come from low- and 
moderate-income families that if they take a rigorous curriculum in high school, get 
decent (but not necessarily exceptional) grades, and stay out of trouble they will 
have their tuition paid for at any State institution. A unique feature of this program 
is that legislature is required to fund this program before considering the budget 
of any other State services. 
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PROMISING STATE-LEVEL INTERVENTIONS BLENDING SUPPLY AND DEMAND EFFORTS 

WICHE has encouraged the States with which it works to integrate all of their 
finance policies, so that they work in sync to assure affordable access to and success 
in high-quality educational opportunities. 

• In the past, Washington’s finance policies were perhaps the most in sync. The 
State has traditionally balanced a comparatively high tuition structure (high by 
Western standards) at both the 2-year and 4-year level with a strong need-based 
financial aid program. As mentioned above, the State has recently enhanced this ap-
proach with a new public/private partnership program—the Washington Oppor-
tunity Scholars—to assure even greater affordability for students seeking degrees in 
the urgently needed STEM fields of study. It has placed a requirement in legislation 
that institutions that increase tuition above recommended levels must meet the ad-
ditional financial need that such action causes. 

• Similarly, Arizona in the early years of the new century adopted integrated poli-
cies that sought to assure that the State’s three public universities would have suffi-
cient funding to thrive through the combination of State support and tuition rev-
enue and that increases in tuition would be matched dollar for dollar by institu-
tional funds for students with financial need (defined as Pell grant recipients). 

• Oregon’s recently adopted Shared Responsibility Program is perhaps the most 
innovative new initiative to blend supply- and demand-side strategies. Built upon 
a similar program in Minnesota, Oregon’s program creates a State policy based on 
an overall higher education financing partnership among the following players. 

• The State, which is responsible for supporting the public good. 
• The student, who as the principle beneficiary of the education is responsible 

for contributing what she/he is able to provide. 
• The student’s family, which has an obligation to contribute what it reasonably 

can before it asks others to do so. 
• The Federal Government, which is a significant partner through the Pell 

Grant Program, the Direct Student Loan Program, and the Federal Hope Tax 
Credits and Deductions. 

• The institutions of higher education, which have a responsibility for operating 
as efficiently as possible to sustain affordability. 

This program fashions a partnership that defines in policy the expected responsi-
bility of each of these five partners and specifies how the sum of their contributions 
will equal the desired whole. Originally conceived primarily as a financial aid policy, 
the program is now being viewed as the framework for all higher education funding: 
State appropriations, tuition revenues, and State-based and privately provided fi-
nancial aid. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS: A CHANGING WORLD FOR AFFORDABILITY AT THE STATE LEVEL 

The unique times we face, dubbed the new normal, have forced the States to be-
come quite creative in fashioning ways to preserve financial access for their stu-
dents, using a variety of new approaches. While the changes wrought by new ap-
proaches are uncomfortable for many because they break from traditional concepts 
of affordability, they are necessary if we’re to assure our students that they can af-
ford to go to college, and they’re sufficient to the task. Observing these changes in 
the West has been particularly interesting. The recent economic distress hit many 
of the Western States more severely than of the rest of the Nation, while affecting 
others much less. Yet the affordability change agenda is nearly universal in the 
West in one fashion or another. Those States most significantly impacted by the eco-
nomic downturns of the new century have focused primarily on supply-side ap-
proaches, forcing greater productivity and efficiency reforms among their institu-
tions of higher education or combined supply- and demand-side interventions. States 
that have weathered the recent economic malaise will have also focused on improv-
ing affordability. Alaska and Wyoming, for instance, have maintained their tradi-
tions of low-tuition but created new, blended financial aid programs that reward 
students for preparing well for college and performing well while in college, with 
a particular focus on the most financially needy students. 

The unfinished agenda, however, is for the various partners—students, families, 
institutions, and State and Federal Governments—to work more in sync to ensure 
that their various strategies blend well and assure affordability in a world of limited 
resources. The Federal Government could provide a major impetus for such a part-
nership if its major student financial assistance programs required a stronger part-
nership between Federal and State governments and institutions. With limited re-
sources at every level of government, it simply makes sense to assure that these 
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partners, along with students and their families, work together as a team to win 
the higher education affordability game. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Longanecker. 
Mr. Morgan, please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MORGAN, B.A., CHANCELLOR, 
TENNESSEE BOARD OF REGENTS, NASHVILLE, TN 

Mr. MORGAN. Good morning, Chairman Harkin, Ranking Mem-
ber Enzi, and members of the committee. I appreciate very much 
the opportunity and the invitation to be here. I am the Chancellor 
of the Tennessee Board of Regents. As Senator Alexander noted, 
it’s the sixth largest higher education system in the country. We’re 
comprised of 13 community colleges, 27 technology centers, and six 
public universities literally located across the State. On a combined 
basis, we have in excess of 200,000 students in our system this fall. 

We’re one of two higher education systems in Tennessee. The 
other is the University of Tennessee system, which governs the 
four UT institutions and their activities. As was noted, your fellow 
committee member from Tennessee was president of the University 
of Tennessee system from 1988 to 1991, and it is especially an 
honor for me to be here with him today. I suspect he’s the one re-
sponsible for me being here before you today. So if you don’t like 
what I have to say, you can blame him. 

[Laughter.] 
The Complete College Act of 2010 may be the boldest attempt by 

any State yet to focus the energies and resources of its public high-
er education enterprise on meeting the State’s development needs. 
Implicit within the Complete College Act is the acknowledgement 
that the higher education funding structure must support the 
State’s priorities. However, the fiscal reality within which we oper-
ate has been one of severely reduced State funding over recent 
years. 

Tennessee students now cover almost two-thirds of the cost of 
their education at our public institutions. About 20 years ago or so, 
that was about the State’s share. The implication of this trend, if 
it continues, will be detrimental to our higher education aspira-
tions. As resources have diminished, expectations for our systems 
have grown. The Complete College Tennessee Act included several 
important elements aimed at transforming our public higher edu-
cation system into a more efficient, effective, and outcome-focused 
enterprise. 

Perhaps most importantly for today’s discussion, the Complete 
College Act called for our coordinating board, the Tennessee Higher 
Education Commission, to create a formula to allocate available 
State funding to public higher education institutions based on out-
comes. Historically, Tennessee, like most other States or many 
other States, based the allocation of State appropriations mostly on 
enrollment. Typically, it was the number of students enrolled on 
the 14th day of the fall semester. The incentive was pretty clear: 
Enroll as many students as you can each year. 

In some ways, the new outcomes-based formula turns the old sys-
tem on its head. Attachment A of my written testimony shows the 
outcomes upon which the formula is built, one set for community 
colleges and a similar but appropriately different set for univer-
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sities. These outcomes are weighted differently across institutions, 
thereby recognizing differences in institutional missions. 

As you can see in the examples, the outcomes formula is heavily 
weighted around student retention, progression, and ultimate suc-
cess. And, importantly, as Dave said, it’s the numbers of students 
meeting benchmarks, the numbers of credentials awarded, not just 
the rates of success. Access and enrollment are still important. 

One very important aspect of the outcomes-based formula that, 
frankly, I neglected to note in the written testimony is that student 
success outcomes based on progression and awards attributable to 
students from low-income households defined as Pell eligible and 
adult learners earn 40 percent premium compared to other stu-
dents. It’s heavily weighted toward dealing with students that, in 
order for us to meet our goals, we have to be more successful with. 
These are students who, historically, we have been least successful 
with. 

So we’re changing. We’re adopting strategies that we believe will 
lead to student success. A few examples: Our community colleges 
are piloting cohort-based programs modeled after the successes of 
our Tennessee Technology Centers. Our institutions are imple-
menting a variety of intentional and intrusive student advising ap-
proaches, including early alert and intervention systems, default 
curriculums for undeclared majors, degree mapping, individualized 
graduation plans—a whole host of strategies. 

The performance of our presidents in our system is being evalu-
ated on progress toward completion goals and improved outcomes. 
Working with the UT system and several private institutions, we’ve 
developed 49 universal transfer pathways in 29 academic dis-
ciplines that guarantee seamless transition from 2-year programs 
to 4-year universities. There are many more: Our participation in 
Access to Success, Completion Academies, the Degree Compass 
technology that’s being deployed at Austin Peay State University. 
A whole host of strategies are being employed. 

We continue to work closely with Complete College America, and 
we agree with their assertion that time is the enemy. Students who 
must drop out are less likely to return and complete their degrees 
and certificates. If the time to earn a 4-year degree, Senator, could 
actually be 4 years or less, then everybody wins. If students come 
prepared and with credits already earned through dual credit, dual 
enrollment programs at their high schools or prior learning credits 
for adult learners, then they are much more likely to finish and fin-
ish faster. We are aggressively expanding those programs in Ten-
nessee. All of this activity is really being driven by the outcomes- 
based formula. 

We very much appreciate your attention to this important sub-
ject, and we appreciate the help that you can provide at the Fed-
eral level. A few ideas are included in my written testimony. From 
reviewing the testimony of the other panelists, they have better 
ideas than I had. It is important that we think about Federal fi-
nancial aid in a more flexible way, that we’re able to support pro-
gram structures that we know will work better than the past and 
traditional practices, and that’s not always easy. 

In closing, thank you for the opportunity to be here, and I’ll be 
happy to respond to any questions that you may have. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Morgan follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MORGAN, B.A. 

SUMMARY 

In January 2010, the Tennessee General Assembly enacted the Complete College 
Tennessee Act, arguably the boldest attempt by any State in the country to focus 
the energies and resources of its public higher education enterprise on meeting the 
State’s development needs. Implicit within the CCTA is the acknowledgement that 
the higher education funding structure must support the State’s new priorities. 

While student fees have increased at the institutions, growth in enrollment, de-
clining State funding, and cost inflation have combined to produce real reduction in 
funds available to the institutions to pay for educational services. Yet, as resources 
have diminished, expectations for the outcomes of our system and the institutions 
have grown. The result of the convergence of these circumstances is to require every 
decision about resource allocation at every level to be viewed through the lens of 
its impact on outcomes. 

Many elements of the CCTA have direct impact on college affordability by improv-
ing operating efficiencies, reducing time to degree and focusing resources on strate-
gies that lead to greater success. 

But perhaps most importantly, the CCTA called for the creation of a formula to 
fund public higher education based on outcomes like increasing the numbers of de-
grees, diplomas and certificates awarded. As important as increasing the numbers 
of students with credentials is ensuring productivity as well as quality. Academic 
standards, integrity and quality must continue or be enhanced. It’s quality of the 
workforce that will drive the economy, not just the number of people with degrees. 

However, a significant challenge exists for TBR and its constituent institutions. 
To be successful in meeting their goals, every institution must be more successful 
with students who have historically been least successful reaching their education 
goals, particularly low-income first generation students, adult learners and under- 
represented minorities. Helping these students will require more hands-on, high- 
touch and high-tech efforts, all of which also translate to high cost. 

Despite our challenges, we are on the right track. With the right resources and 
the right conversations—like the one we’re having today—Tennessee can lead the 
way in workforce development and economic growth. 

The combination of passage and implementation of the Complete College Ten-
nessee Act and the First to the Top Act have propelled Tennessee to the forefront 
of the national conversation about education reform. 

In January 2010, the Tennessee General Assembly enacted the Complete College 
Tennessee Act (CCTA). The CCTA is arguably the boldest attempt by any State in 
the country to focus the energies and resources of its public higher education enter-
prise on meeting the State’s development needs. Together with the First to the Top 
and Race to the Top initiatives, Tennessee has enacted a range of measures de-
signed to spur improvement in Tennessee’s education pipeline—specifically, improv-
ing student performance and graduation rates at both the high school and college 
levels. The central idea of the CCTA, advanced by the prior administration and 
readily embraced by Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam, is that in order for Tennessee 
to thrive in the global economy, the education and skill levels of Tennesseans must 
improve significantly. Implicit within the CCTA is the acknowledgement that the 
higher education funding structure must support the State’s new priorities. 

If successfully implemented, the CCTA will prove to be the most transformative 
and visionary legislation affecting Tennessee’s public higher education systems in 
recent times. History has proven that a more educated citizenry results in a society 
with faster economic growth and a more stable democracy. Today, more than ever, 
we need a renewed focus on higher education. 

Options available to students abound with the growth of proprietary schools. Un-
fortunately, while the for-profit institutions are growing, the public institutions that 
fueled the growth of college credentials after World War II have suffered through 
years, sometimes decades, of State-level funding cuts. Many are no longer State- 
funded, but State-supported. Total State support for higher education nationally fell 
by 7.6 percent from the 2011–12 fiscal years, according to a report from Illinois 
State University and the State Higher Education Executive Officers. The report also 
indicates a reduction in the per-student spending by States—to reach the lowest 
point in some 25 years. (Chronicle of Higher Education, ‘‘State Support for Colleges 
Falls 7.6 percent in 2012 Fiscal Year,’’ 2012.) 
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In Tennessee alone, State funding for public colleges, universities and technology 
centers decreased by almost 30 percent for the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR) 
universities since 2008, shifting more of the funding burden to students. At all 46 
institutions, including community colleges and technology centers, funding has been 
cut an average of 24 percent. As State support for higher education has declined 
and, despite improved efficiencies, the share of the cost paid by students has in-
creased—thus, so has the price. Tennessee students now cover about 67 percent of 
the cost of their education at public universities, and some 60 percent at community 
colleges. The implication of this trend, if it continues, will be detrimental for all 
Tennesseans. 

This is the reality of today’s economy and today’s funding climate, and therefore 
the new ‘‘fiscal reality’’ of the operating environment for Tennessee’s public higher 
education. In the past several years in the TBR alone, we have opened the door to 
access for more students. Enrollment in our six comprehensive universities and 13 
community colleges has grown 26.4 percent from 2001 to 2011. 

To meet the demands of serving more students with fewer resources, greater oper-
ating costs, changing technologies and greater expectations, Tennessee’s institutions 
look dramatically different than in years past. Within the last 2 years alone, our 
universities have eliminated, among others, degree programs in foreign languages, 
English, music education, Africana studies, women and gender studies, human 
sciences, aerospace education, and industrial engineering, and they have terminated 
dozens of concentrations or certificates to address decreased funds and changing de-
mands. While student fees have increased at the institutions, growth in enrollment, 
declining State funding, and cost inflation have combined to produce real reduction 
in funds available to the institutions to pay for educational services. At the TBR, 
we have become more efficient and effective in delivering our services. In fact, on 
average, the total revenue per student (before inflation) at our universities in 2011 
was 4 percent less than in 2008. During the same period, the impact at our commu-
nity colleges was even greater, averaging almost 9 percent less per student. In other 
words, students are covering more of the financial burden for their education at 
public colleges and universities in Tennessee than ever before, even as our institu-
tions are becoming more efficient. 

Yet, as resources have diminished, expectations for the outcomes of our system 
and the institutions have grown. The result of the convergence of these cir-
cumstances is to require every decision about resource allocation at every level to 
be viewed through the lens of its impact on outcomes. Every day, at every TBR in-
stitution, including the central office, the focus is on deploying resources in a way 
that will make a real difference and lead to real results. 

We are on the right track. With the right resources and the right conversations— 
like the one we’re having today—Tennessee can lead the way in workforce develop-
ment and economic growth. 

Tennessee’s Governor has set a clear goal to increase the number of postsecondary 
degrees awarded annually by 26,000 by 2015. Today that goal is more important 
than ever. Unless Tennessee can make progress toward achieving a more educated 
population, the skilled and high-wage jobs we need for our economy to grow will 
likely move to, or more likely be created in, other places that have the best prepared 
workforce. 

In order to meet this challenge, the CCTA included several important elements 
aimed at transforming our public higher education system into a more efficient, ef-
fective and outcome-oriented enterprise. Many of these elements have direct impact 
on college affordability by improving operating efficiencies, reducing time to degree 
and focusing resources on strategies that lead to greater success. 

For example, the University of Tennessee and TBR systems have together devel-
oped and implemented the Tennessee Transfer Pathways, a transfer policy that en-
sures community college students can readily transfer credits in defined programs 
to public universities. The TBR has evolved our community colleges into a com-
prehensive system, thereby enhancing the statewide role that community colleges 
can play in providing postsecondary education for recent high school graduates and 
adults. The new system for Tennessee’s Community Colleges will, over time, result 
in significant cost efficiencies as well as educational programming that is more effec-
tive and responsive to economic and workforce needs. TBR’s public universities have 
a more defined focus on institutional mission to help avoid future unnecessary pro-
gram duplication. 

But perhaps most importantly, the CCTA called for the creation of a formula to 
allocate available State funding to public higher education based on outcomes like 
increasing the numbers of degrees, diplomas and certificates awarded. The Ten-
nessee Higher Education Commission has developed a Public Agenda for Higher 
Education centered on improving student outcomes and created changes to support 
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its implementation—most notably developing the new outcomes-based funding for-
mula. Funding for public higher education is now heavily weighted toward student 
success measures like these. 

Attachment A lists the outcomes that are incorporated in the outcomes based for-
mula for our universities and community colleges. As can be seen, the outcomes for 
both groups of institutions are heavily influenced by student progress and success. 
The outcomes are the same for all of the State’s universities, however the weights 
assigned to each outcome for each university can vary based on the mission of the 
institution. For example, the weight assigned to the research outcome for the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Knoxville is 15 percent while research is only weighted at 
10 percent for Austin Peay State University. Similarly, as the example shows, out-
comes are weighted differently among the community colleges. 

The outcomes-based formula has created the most tangible and strongest incen-
tive for our institutions to focus on strategies that contribute to student success and 
to align financial resources to fund those strategies. 

As a result, virtually every activity taking place at the TBR central office and at 
each of its institutions is centered on improving the outcomes that have been identi-
fied by the THEC Public Agenda and the CCTA. It is no longer sufficient for the 
Board of Regents to view its responsibility as one of policy management and the safe 
guarding of assets. On the contrary, ultimately, the Board is responsible for the sys-
tem’s success in achieving the goals of the Public Agenda. 

The CCTA and the Public Agenda establish clear linkages between the economic 
development needs of the State and the legitimate aspirations of the State’s public 
higher education systems. In short, the Public Agenda declares that by 2025, the 
State’s workforce must have levels of educational attainment at least equal to the 
national average. The Public Agenda assigns expectations for contributions to this 
goal from the TBR, UT and the private/proprietary higher sector. 

For TBR to meet its current expectation, the system as a whole will need to 
produce 43,202 credentials in 2025. This represents an almost 60 percent increase 
in annual awards over our 2010 baseline. To achieve this goal, the system must in-
crease its outcomes by roughly 3 percent per year, particularly challenging in light 
of demographic trends that reflect a changing population with an increased number 
of the types of learners who face the greatest challenges. 

• More low-income students will be entering our schools. From 2007–11 median 
annual household income declined by 9.8 percent nationwide. Hispanic and white 
households saw a 4.9 percent and 4.7 percent decrease, respectively, while Black 
household median annual income decreased 9.4 percent (Sentier Research, ‘‘House-
hold Income Trends During the Recession and Economic Recovery,’’ 2011.). 

• Demographic projections predict major growth in underrepresented minority 
groups. Nationwide, it is projected that the Latino and Black populations will grow 
by 137 percent and 15 percent, respectively, between 2010 and 2050 while the White 
population will decrease by 9 percent (National Population Projections, U.S. Census 
Bureau. Released 2008; NCHEMS, Adding It Up, 2007). 

• White individuals (aged 25–29) attain bachelor degrees at twice the rate of 
black individuals and three times the rate of Hispanics (39 percent vs. 20 percent 
and 13 percent, respectively), and young people from the highest income quartile 
earn bachelor’s degrees at seven times the rate of children from the lowest income 
quartile (79 percent vs. 11 percent by age 24). (Sources: NCES, Condition of Edu-
cation, 2010 and U.S. Census Bureau, Educational Attainment in the United States: 
2011; PostSecondary Education Opportunity, ‘‘Bachelor’s Degree Attainment by Age 
24 by Family Income Quartiles, 1970 to 2010.’’) 

Simply put, for TBR and its constituent institutions to be successful in meeting 
their goals, every institution must be more successful with students who have his-
torically been least successful reaching their education goals, particularly low- 
income first generation students, adult learners and under-represented minorities. 

Helping these students will require more hands-on, high-touch and high-tech ef-
forts, all of which also translate to high cost. Tomorrow’s successful students will 
require more direct and personal attention—advising, counseling and directing them 
toward the successful completion of their goals. 

TBR institutions are learning from success stories within the system. The Ten-
nessee Technology Centers, for example, have always served these underrepresented 
demographic populations to a larger extent. Yet the Technology Centers have dem-
onstrated dramatic success in helping students complete their academic programs 
through a variety of techniques that are now being piloted at other programs 
around the country: 

1. Most students enroll in defined cohort-based programs with strong structures 
and limited options. Students register for programs, not courses. Class schedules are 
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pre-determined and set daily so students can plan outside work and life commit-
ments around a set daily time commitment. Students don’t have to pick and choose 
which classes they take and when, so they only take the courses they need. As a 
result, more finish and finish faster. 

2. Students are provided a cost list including books and supplies, so they aren’t 
surprised with unexpected expenses. 

3. More than 80 percent of the Tennessee Technology Center students are eligible 
for State or Federal grants, or both, which covers the cost of their education and 
often provides additional money for living expenses. The TTCs don’t participate in 
the loan program, and the students graduate debt free. 

Similar cohort programs are being tested at Tennessee’s community colleges and 
may be considered for public universities as well. 

And as important as increasing the numbers of students with credentials is ensur-
ing quality. Academic standards, integrity and quality must continue or be en-
hanced. It’s quality of the workforce that will drive the economy, not just the num-
ber of people with degrees. Implicit in Public Agenda’s attainment goal is the need 
for the credentials to be a result of high quality instruction and relevant to the 
needs of Tennessee’s 2025 economy. 

In some ways, having a clearly established, albeit aggressive, goal is liberating. 
The system and its institutions are able now to pay attention to efforts that matter. 
Priorities are realigned. For the TBR system office, this means that the focus now 
is on empowering staff to engage in activities that will promote outcomes. The result 
is an evolving redefinition of the relationship between system and institution. The 
system interest is less about regulating and more about helping each institution 
meet its goal of increasing relevant, high quality, outcomes. 

Among the changes implemented so far, the TBR has: 
• Established progress toward completion goals and improved outcomes under the 

new funding formula as the basis upon which performance of university and college 
presidents will be assessed. 

• Joined with 10 other higher education systems and multi-campus institutions 
as members of the Education Delivery Institute, a joint effort of The Education 
Trust and Achieve, Inc. designed to assist in the successful implementation of high-
er education reform agendas. 

• Created within TBR the Completion Delivery Unit, a small group focused on as-
sisting TBR system operating units and institutions with the development of their 
‘‘completion plans,’’ identifying strategies to be pursued, establishing expectations of 
results for each strategy and providing a framework for the campuses and the sys-
tem to monitor progress in meeting delivery goals in near ‘‘real-time.’’ 

• Through a partnership developed with the Tennessee Business Roundtable, 
Complete College America, Tennessee Higher Education Commission and the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, enabled 16 TBR institutions and two UT institutions to volun-
tarily participate first in the Nation State-level College Completion Academies, a 
convening of teams from the institutions, national experts and facilitators designed 
to engage institutions in the development of completion plans incorporating best 
practices. Governor Haslam addressed the first academy and facilitated a session in 
the second academy. 

• Embarked upon the development of a central data repository and data ware-
house that will put real-time information in the hands of managers throughout the 
system with which they can make decisions and evaluate performance. This has 
been identified as an essential pre-requisite to system and institutional success. 

• Began system-wide, institutional participation in the Access To Success (A2S) 
initiative. A2S is a joint effort of the National Association of System Heads and the 
Education Trust that works with 22 public higher education systems that have 
pledged to cut the college-going and graduation gaps for low-income and minority 
students in half by 2015. TBR has been part of this initiative since 2007 but has 
not, until recently, engaged institutions in the initiative. The goals of A2S align well 
with the needs of the TBR system to address future challenges as demographic 
characteristics of our populations change. 

• In collaboration with THEC and UT, developed 49 universal transfer pathways 
in 29 academic disciplines providing our community college students with clear and 
certain transfer opportunities to public (and many private) 4-year intuitions. 

• With assistance from Lumina Foundation grant funding, engaged in a series of 
pilot programs designed to expand the use of cohort programs and block schedules 
in community colleges as contemplated by the CCTA. Early indications are that 
where feasible, utilizing cohorts and block schedules will result in significant im-
provements in retention and completion. Expansion of this effort into the 4-year en-
vironment may be warranted. 
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• Established the Office of Community Colleges and named a vice-chancellor for 
Community Colleges to manage the process of evolving the community colleges into 
a comprehensive community college system. Also, with the help of a Gates Founda-
tion grant, TBR conducted a ‘‘business process analysis’’ designed to identify oppor-
tunities for process standardization across the community college system using best 
practices. As this effort continues, it is expected to result in significant efficiencies 
and will help position the community college system as the primary source for sig-
nificant increases in enrollment and affordability in public higher education in Ten-
nessee. 

• Developed programs that will drive more students into the lower-cost options 
available at the community colleges first, then encourage the continuation of edu-
cational achievement by making defined program course transfers seamless from 
community colleges to universities. 

• Encouraged the creation of innovative programs to help with student success. 
For example, Austin Peay State University developed the Degree Compass software 
and application that uses technology to successfully pair current students with the 
courses that best fit their talents and program of study for upcoming semesters. 
Using predictive analytics, the system recommends a course which is necessary for 
a student to graduate, core to the university curriculum and their major, and in 
which the student is expected to succeed academically. Recently, the system gained 
national attention and played a central role in Tennessee’s successful Completion 
Innovation Challenge application, which received a $1,000,000 award from Complete 
College America and the Gates Foundation to support implementing Degree Com-
pass at three other campuses in Tennessee. 

The passage of the CCTA creates an environment wherein effectiveness, efficiency 
and sustainability of high quality results are essential if the TBR and its institu-
tions are to thrive. The outcomes-based formula creates an absolute incentive to 
pursue only those activities that are believed to produce results. Constant evalua-
tion of performance in real-time and a willingness to abandon, or modify, strategies 
that aren’t working is becoming the ‘‘normal course of business’’ for Tennessee’s in-
stitutions. 

The outcomes-based formula introduces an entirely new dynamic in terms of 
transparency. How well each institution is performing will be readily apparent as 
a result of THEC’s funding allocation recommendations each year. Historically, ac-
countability within the higher education environment has been elusive. This is no 
longer the case in Tennessee. 

The historical need for the TBR and THEC to monitor and encourage elimination 
of low-producing programs has been eliminated. There is no incentive to continue 
to allocate resources to a low-producing program or a non-productive service unless 
there is a very real indirect benefit to the institution as a whole and a return on 
investment that justifies the expense. 

In this environment, the role of the system office is one of helping institutions in 
creating and utilizing systems and frameworks for continuing evaluation and in 
helping identify interventions that might help improve the outcomes of any given 
strategy. The system office also has an interest in making sure that institutions 
don’t engage activities such as unnecessary duplication of programs that will result 
in inefficient use of resources on a system-wide basis. 

Implicit in the CCTA and the outcome formula approach is that if colleges and 
universities can improve their results, funding will follow. But there is no guarantee 
that will hold true. 

The result of today’s new fiscal reality is that higher education will continue to 
be in a difficult funding environment. Although understandable in context, the sys-
tem’s historical practice of relying on tuition and fee increases to meet institutional 
spending needs is unlikely to be sustainable. 

It appears that Tennessee, like other States, has reached a point at which tuition 
increases that exceed general inflation rates will be counter-productive to achieving 
completion goals as a system. The potential political response to further significant 
fee increases is concerning as well. Current political and economic environments 
make it more likely that government-imposed limitations (whether at the State or 
Federal level) may be seriously considered. While there is a legitimate government 
oversight role in the management of the public higher education systems, statutory 
solutions to complex and multi-dimensional financial issues—just some of which are 
mentioned here—are not likely to give full recognition to the unintended con-
sequences that uniformly applied policies will hold for individual institutions. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR HOW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN ENCOURAGE AND SUPPORT 
STATES IN EFFORTS TO INCREASE EDUCATION ATTAINMENT WHILE ENSURING 
AFFORDABILITY 
1. More need-based funding available to students at both the State and 

Federal level is needed. Aid allocations reflect that scholarship and grant aid is 
gradually shifting from fewer need-based awards to more merit-based awards. In 
Tennessee, approximately $90 million is awarded from lottery scholarships to stu-
dents from households whose expected family contributions exceed full cost of at-
tendance. A similar amount would cover the gap to fully fund assistance for eligible 
need-based students. As the number of students who need financial support grows, 
we see a shift to more funding going to students whose families have demonstrated 
the ability to pay, and a growing number of students whose families do not have 
the means to pay cannot afford to enroll without expensive student loans. 

2. Federal incentives for States to keep their funding for public higher 
education stable or increasing is needed. The Federal requirement of State 
maintenance of effort funding for American Recovery and Reinvestment Act dollars 
provided a real benefit to colleges and universities. Ever-shrinking State funding 
levels threaten to reduce the amount of money available in the funding formula, cre-
ating an environment where institutions are competing in a zero-sum game for a 
piece of an ever-shrinking funding pie instead of striving for growing funding incen-
tives. 

3. Federal financial aid policies need to more closely align with best edu-
cational practices at the States levels. Military veterans who require learning 
support are often blocked from receiving funding for the types of support and tech-
niques that have proven more effective than traditional classroom-based develop-
mental courses because they are considered ‘‘independent study programs.’’ Indi-
vidual study incorporated into a for-credit class that is supplemented by technology 
support taught in laboratories with instructors should qualify for Veterans Adminis-
tration support, but it currently does not. Regular financial aid policies structured 
solely around traditional semesters and terms don’t conform well for alternative 
scheduling that successful cohort-based programs sometimes require—allowing stu-
dents to start and stop at different intervals. Those ‘‘non-standard terms’’ result in 
aid award difficulties. 

4. Federal recognition that increasing prices and tuition rates greater 
than the rate of inflation are the result of decreasing State funding alloca-
tions is needed. Statutory solutions to complex and multi-dimensional financial 
issues—just some of which are mentioned here—are not likely to give full recogni-
tion to the unintended consequences that uniformly applied policies will hold for in-
dividual institutions. 

ATTACHMENT A 

Formula Outcomes and Example Weights Based on Institutional Mission 

Universities APSU UTK 

Carnegie classification 
Masters 
medium 
(percent) 

Research 
university/ 
very high 
activity 

(percent) 

Students Accumulating 24 hrs ............................................................................................................... 3.0 2.0 
Students Accumulating 48 hrs ............................................................................................................... 5.0 3.0 
Students Accumulating 72 hrs ............................................................................................................... 7.0 5.0 
Bachelors and Associates ....................................................................................................................... 25.0 15.0 
Masters/Ed Specialist Degrees ............................................................................................................... 20.0 15.0 
Doctoral/Law Degrees ............................................................................................................................. 0.0 10.0 
Research and Service ............................................................................................................................. 10.0 15.0 
Transfers Out with 12 hrs (good academic standing) .......................................................................... 10.0 5.0 
Degrees per 100 FTE .............................................................................................................................. 10.0 10.0 
Six-Year Graduation Rate ....................................................................................................................... 10.0 20.0 

Total .................................................................................................................................................... 100.0 100.0 
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Community colleges Dyersburg Nashville Average 

Carnegie classification 

Associates/ 
rural me-

dium 
(percent) 

Associates/ 
urban multi- 

campus 
(percent) 

Students Accumulating 12 hrs .................................................................................... 6.0 4.0 5.0 
Students Accumulating 24 hrs .................................................................................... 7.0 5.0 6.0 
Students Accumulating 36 hrs .................................................................................... 7.0 6.0 6.0 
Dual Enrollment ........................................................................................................... 5.0 5.0 7.0 
Associates .................................................................................................................... 10.0 20.0 15.0 
Certificates ................................................................................................................... 10.0 20.0 13.0 
Job Placements ............................................................................................................ 10.0 10.0 9.0 
Remedial & Developmental Success ........................................................................... 20.0 10.0 12.0 
Transfers Out with 12 hrs (good academic standing) ............................................... 15.0 10.0 13.0 
Workforce Training (Contract Hours) ........................................................................... 5.0 5.0 6.0 
Awards per 100 FTE .................................................................................................... 5.0 5.0 8.0 

Total ......................................................................................................................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Morgan. 
Now we turn to Dr. Preus. 

STATEMENT OF CAMILLE PREUS, Ph.D., COMMISSIONER, OR-
EGON DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND WORK-
FORCE DEVELOPMENT, SALEM, OR 
Ms. PREUS. Good morning and thank you for the invitation, Mr. 

Chairman, Ranking Member Enzi, and distinguished members of 
the committee. For the record, my name is Camille Preus. I am the 
director of the Department of Community Colleges and Workforce 
Development for the State of Oregon. 

Never has education been more important to the lives and for-
tunes of Americans, Oregonians, or our local communities. Yet, in 
Oregon, we are falling behind. Our current generation of young 
adults, those 25 to 34, are less educated than their parents’ genera-
tion, and few are earning certificates, credentials, and degrees be-
yond high school. 

Each year, well-paid jobs requiring only a high school diploma 
are replaced by new jobs that increasingly require postsecondary 
preparation. Over the next decade, in Oregon, 61 percent of all jobs 
will require technical certificates, associate degrees, or higher lev-
els of education. Making postsecondary education accessible and af-
fordable to increase the skills of Oregonians and Americans is an 
imperative. 

I’d like to set a little Oregon context, if I might. There are en-
couraging signs of progress in our State. We marshaled some 
strong bipartisan support in the 2011 session to address these chal-
lenges and opportunities head on. Oregon established, I believe, the 
most aggressive high school and college completion goals in the 
country. They are, by 2025: 40 percent of our population would 
have a bachelor’s degree; 40 percent of our population would have 
an associate’s or professional credential; and that the remaining 20 
percent would have earned a high school diploma or its equivalent. 
We refer to these targets as the 40/40/20 goal. 

Oregon also set a most ambitious education reform agenda. We 
want to create a coordinated education system, we want to focus 
State investment on outcomes, and we want to build statewide sup-
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port systems. The unified student-centered system of public edu-
cation from preschool through graduate school, what we call P–20, 
connects the educational sectors to achieve the State’s educational 
outcomes. When I refer to P–20, I’m referring to education for chil-
dren from birth through their education career, including early 
learning, K–12, community colleges, undergraduate, and graduate 
programs. 

One key investment area within the P–20 system is postsec-
ondary access and affordability. To reach our 40/40/20 goal of edu-
cational attainment, the State must be strategic in generating a 
college-going culture across the education continuum and in mak-
ing and honoring the promise that postsecondary education will be 
within reach of all learners who achieve a high school diploma. 

In Oregon, we have the Shared Responsibility Model. It’s a four- 
step approach to affordability. The model involves four steps that 
enable all students to cover the cost of college attendance. The 
model assumes that the student, as the primary benefactor of the 
education, bears the first and most significant responsibility for 
paying for college. So step one is the student share. A defined stu-
dent contribution spells out the amount every student would con-
tribute to his or her education. It’s based on their decision to at-
tend a community college, a 4-year public or private university in 
Oregon. 

The family share for both dependent and independent students 
is determined by an established financial need-based formula of in-
comes and assets, family structure, and attendance patterns. Fami-
lies with greater resources are expected to cover the remaining 
cost. Middle-income families are expected to contribute some. Fami-
lies with very low or no resources are expected to contribute much 
less or nothing. 

The Federal share—the same need formula determines how 
much aid, if any, the Federal Government will provide or replace 
some or all of the family contribution. As the final partner, the 
State assists only when there is a remaining need not covered by 
the other partners. These grants—in Oregon called the Oregon Op-
portunity Grant—support the student’s choice by reflecting a dif-
ferential cost of public 2-year and 4-year colleges and public univer-
sities. If a student chooses an eligible 4-year independent college or 
university, they receive assistance as well, but not any more than 
they would if they went to a public university. 

The implementation of the Shared Responsibility Model in Or-
egon has increased State investment in need-based aid. It has also 
increased the number of students eligible for receiving State finan-
cial aid, which has nearly doubled, and enrollment continues to in-
crease. 

In closing, Oregon’s educational attainment goal of 40/40/20 is 
more than just a series of numbers. It represents an aspirational 
goal for degrees and certificates. It also represents a commitment 
to increasing the socio-economic benefits for all of our citizens. Con-
necting student learning along the P–20 education continuum is an 
important step in increasing the number of students who success-
fully complete high school and enter college. But, equally impor-
tant, it is a promise of college as accessible and affordable. 

Thank you very much. 
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[The prepared statement of Ms. Preus follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAMILLE PREUS, PH.D. 

SUMMARY 

Never has education been more important to the lives and fortunes of America, 
Oregonians and our communities. Yet, In Oregon, we are falling behind. Our cur-
rent generation of your adults—ages 25–34 is less educated than their parents’ gen-
eration, with fewer earning a certificate or degree beyond high school. Each year, 
well-paid jobs requiring only a high school diploma are replaced with new jobs that 
increasingly demand postsecondary education, technology skills and advanced train-
ing beyond high school. Over the next decade 61 percent of all Oregon jobs will re-
quire a technical certificate, associate’s degree or higher level of education. 

The Oregon Context. There are encouraging signs of progress across Oregon. Mar-
shaling strong bipartisan majorities in 2011, the Oregon Legislature addressed 
these challenges and opportunities head on. 

Oregon established the most aggressive high school and college completion goals 
of any State in the country; by 2025, we must ensure that 40 percent of adult Orego-
nians have earned a bachelor’s degree or higher, that 40 percent have earned an 
associate’s degree or postsecondary credential, and that the remaining 20 percent 
have earned a high school diploma or its equivalent. We refer to these targets as 
our ‘‘40/40/20’’ goal. 

Oregon set a most ambitious education reform agenda: 
• Create a coordinated public education system. 
• Focus State investment on achieving student outcomes. 
• Build statewide support systems. 
The unified, student-centered system of public education from pre-school through 

graduate school (P–20) connected the educational sectors to achieve the State’s edu-
cational outcomes. (The ‘‘P–20’’ term refers to the education of children from birth 
through their education career including early learning programs, the K–12 system, 
community colleges, and the undergraduate and graduate programs of universities.) 

One key investment area within the P–20 system is postsecondary access and af-
fordability. To reach our 40/40/20 educational attainment goal the State must be 
strategic in generating college-going culture across the education continuum, and in 
making and honoring, a promise that postsecondary education will be within reach 
for all learners who achieve a high-school diploma. 

A Four-Step Approach to Affordability. The shared responsibility model of the Or-
egon Opportunity Grant involves four steps that enable all students to cover the 
cost of college attendance. The model assumes that the student, as the primary ben-
eficiary of the education, bears the first and most significant responsibility for pay-
ing for college. 

STEP 1: STUDENT SHARE 

The defined student contribution spells out the amount every student would con-
tribute to his or her education, based on the decision to attend a community college, 
a 4-year public or private college or university in Oregon. 

STEP 2: FAMILY SHARE 

The family share for both dependent and independent students is determined by 
an established financial need formula based on incomes and assets, family structure 
and attendance patterns. Families with greater resources are expected to cover the 
remaining costs, middle-income families are expected to contribute some of the re-
maining costs, and families with very low to no resources are expected to contribute 
much less, or nothing. 

STEP 3: FEDERAL SHARE 

The same need formula determines how much aid, if any, the Federal Govern-
ment will provide to replace some or all of the family contribution. Students whose 
families earn less than $40,000 in pre-tax income and assets are eligible for a Pell 
grant (up to $5,550 currently). Middle-income families with Federal tax liability are 
often eligible for one of the Federal education tax credits for tuition paid the prior 
tax year. 
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STEP 4: STATE SHARE 

As the final partner, the State assists only when there is a remaining need not 
covered by the other partners. These grants (Oregon Opportunity Grants) support 
student choice by reflecting the differential costs of public 2-year and 4-year colleges 
and public universities. Students who choose eligible 4-year independent colleges 
and universities receive assistance as well—but no more than their public counter-
parts. 

The implementation of the Shared Responsibility Model has increased State in-
vestment in need-based aid. The number of student’s eligible and receiving State fi-
nancial aid has nearly doubled and enrollment has increased across all post 
secondary sectors. 

Oregon’s educational attainment goal of 40/40/20 is more than a series of num-
bers—it represents an aspirational goal for degrees and certificates but it also rep-
resents a commitment to increasing the socio-economic benefits to all citizens. Con-
necting student learning along the P–20 education continuum is an important step 
in increasing the number of students who successfully complete high school and 
enter college but equally important is the promise of college as accessible and afford-
able, as with Oregon’s Shared Responsibility Model. 

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and other distinguished members of the committee. 
My name is Camille Preus, I am the commissioner of the Oregon Department of 
Community Colleges and Workforce Development. Today however, I am here rep-
resenting the State of Oregon and all of our 24 public postsecondary institutions. 
We appreciate the invitation to join the committee as you focus on successful poli-
cies, initiatives and strategies, designed and implemented at the State level, to im-
prove college affordability. 

I believe one such successful policy is Oregon’s need-based financial aid program 
known as the Shared Responsibility Model. Before I discuss the Shared Responsi-
bility Model policy it is important to explain the context. 

Never has education been more important to the lives and fortunes of America, 
Oregonians and our communities. Yet, in Oregon, we are falling behind. Our current 
generation, of young adults (ages 25–34), is less educated than their parents’ gen-
eration and fewer of them are earning a certificate or degree beyond high school. 

Each year, well-paid jobs requiring only a high school diploma are replaced with 
new jobs that demand postsecondary education, technology skills and advanced 
training beyond high school. Over the next decade 61 percent of all Oregon jobs will 
require a technical certificate, associate’s degree or higher level of education. This 
proportion of high skill jobs will only accelerate by 2025. Today, Oregonians with 
an associate’s degree earn at least $5,000 more per year than those with only a high 
school diploma. Those with a bachelor’s degree earn approximately $17,000 more 
per year. Eighty-nine percent of family wage jobs, paying more than $18.00 per 
hour, will require a technical certificate/associates degree or higher level of edu-
cation. 

Employment rates also highlight the need for higher education; the national un-
employment rate for adults with a college degree is 4.4 percent—half the 8.8 percent 
unemployment rate for those with only a high school diploma and one-third of the 
13.2 percent unemployment rate for high school dropouts. 

Education however, is not just about improving personal income and job security. 
Higher levels of education are associated with better health, longer lives, greater 
family stability, less need for social services, lower likelihood of involvement with 
the criminal justice system, and increased civic participation. All are benefits not 
only to the educated individuals and their families, but also to healthy, thriving 
communities. 

The Oregon Context. There are encouraging signs of progress across Oregon. At 
every level of education in Oregon, leaders, faculty and teachers are pioneering new 
practices that enable students to achieve their potential as lifelong learners and con-
tributors to our economic and civic life. 

In 2011 the Oregon Legislature addressed these challenges and opportunities 
head on, marshaling strong bipartisan majorities to enact: 

• Senate bill 253 which established the most aggressive high school and college 
completion goals of any State in the country; and, 

• Senate bill 909 which called for the creation of a unified, student-centered sys-
tem of public education from pre-school through graduate school (P–20) to achieve 
the State’s educational outcomes. 

Senate bill 253 defines our goal: by 2025, we must ensure that 40 percent of adult 
Oregonians have earned a bachelor’s degree or higher, that 40 percent have earned 
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an associate’s degree or postsecondary credential, and that the remaining 20 percent 
have earned a high school diploma or its equivalent. We refer to these targets as 
our ‘‘40/40/20’’ goal. 

Senate bill 909 created the Oregon Education Investment Board (OEIB) and 
charged it with the responsibility, across P–20, to ensure that all public school stu-
dents in the State reach the established educational outcomes. The ‘‘P–20’’ term re-
fers to the education of children from birth through their education career including 
childcare and early learning programs, the K–12 system, community colleges, and 
the undergraduate and graduate programs of universities. 

There are three key strategies in the initial OEIB plan to reach the 40/40/20 goal: 
• Create a coordinated public education system, from preschool through college 

and career readiness to enable all Oregonian students to learn at their best pace 
and achieve their full potential. At the State level, this will require better integra-
tion of our capacities and smarter use of our resources to encourage and support 
successful teaching and learning across the education continuum. 

• Focus State investment on achieving student outcomes. Oregon defines the core 
educational outcomes that matter for students, their families and our State: 

• All Oregon children enter kindergarten ready for school. 
• All Oregonians move along the learning pathway at their best pace to success. 
• All Oregonians graduate from high school and are college- and career-ready. 
• All Oregonians who pursue education beyond high school complete their cho-

sen programs of study, certificates, or degrees and are ready to contribute to 
Oregon’s economy. 

• Build statewide support systems. It is not the State’s role to deliver education, 
but rather to invest in and support the institutions and providers across the State 
that do. To succeed, the State must engage educators and leaders, students and 
families, communities and employers to achieve the educational excellence envi-
sioned for Oregon students. The State will continue to set standards, provide guid-
ance, conduct assessments and coordinate support and resources to its public edu-
cational pathways. 

The three strategies are overlapping, driven by student learning outcomes and 
aimed at transforming the State’s approach to education. Under the leadership of 
Governor Kitzhaber, the State is also transforming its approach to the budget, 
leveraging investment in innovations and rewarding success. 

A key investment area is postsecondary access and affordability. To reach our 40/ 
40/20 educational attainment goal the State must be strategic in generating a col-
lege-going culture across the education continuum, and in making and honoring a 
promise that postsecondary education will be within reach for all learners who 
achieve a high-school diploma. 

THE SHARED RESPONSIBILITY MODEL 

The average tuition and fees to attend a State university in Oregon today, rep-
resents 11.3 percent of median family income in the State, a doubling of the percent-
age paid 30 years ago when many of today’s leaders went to college. In the last few 
years, the State-student share of college costs shifted from the State covering 51 
percent in 2001 to covering only 31 percent in 2010, with students picking up the 
balance through higher tuition. As a result, Oregon students from low- and middle- 
income families are borrowing more, working more, taking a longer path to gradua-
tion, or simply giving up on college altogether. 

Oregon realized it could not afford to put college education beyond the reach of 
so many Oregonians, when as stated earlier, more jobs in our economy require post-
secondary training or a degree. In 2007 the Oregon Legislature passed, with wide 
bipartisan support, Senate bill 334 enacting the Shared Responsibility Model for the 
Oregon Opportunity Act. This bill restructured the need-based Oregon Opportunity 
Grant into a shared responsibility and partnership among students, their families, 
the Federal Government and the State to meet college costs and increase edu-
cational attainment statewide. 

Addressing the Public Interest. Oregonians recognize the benefits of postsecondary 
education. Students develop better skills, job prospects and earning potential, while 
the State benefits from a more productive and diverse workforce, better-paying jobs, 
and higher income, tax-paying citizens. Oregonians believe that even if students 
have no family resources to pursue postsecondary education, they should at least 
be able to work their way through college. 

But today, working one’s way through college is no longer an option for most stu-
dents. In 1965, an Oregon student could work approximately half-time at a min-
imum wage job year-round and pay for a year at a public university. A current stu-
dent attending a community college would have to work 36 hours a week, 44 hours 
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a week for a student attending a public 4-year university or 90-hours a week for 
a student attending an independent university, year round to do the same. 

A Four-Step Approach to Affordability. The shared responsibility model of the Or-
egon Opportunity Grant involves four steps that enable all students to cover the 
cost of college attendance. The model assumes that the student, as the primary ben-
eficiary of the education, bears the first and most significant responsibility for pay-
ing for college. The contributions of other partners—family/household, Federal Gov-
ernment, and the State are based on the resources it takes to close the ‘‘affordability 
gap’’ for each student. 

STEP 1: STUDENT SHARE 

The defined student contribution spells out the amount every student would 
contribute to his or her education, based on the decision to attend a community col-
lege, a 4-year public or private college or university in Oregon: $5,700 per year for 
a community college student; and $8,700 per year for a 4-year college/uni-
versity student (public or private). 

Each student would decide the best personal strategy by combining one or more 
of several options to cover their share of postsecondary costs: working, borrowing 
(student loans), savings, private scholarships, Federal work-study, institutional 
grants, etc. For example, working at a minimum wage job during the summer and 
part-time during the school year would cover $5,700 of the community college con-
tribution or a smaller percentage of the 4-year contribution ($8,700). 

STEP 2: FAMILY SHARE 

The family share, for both dependent and independent students, is determined by 
an established financial need formula based on incomes and assets, family structure 
and attendance patterns. Families with greater resources are expected to cover the 
remaining costs, middle-income families are expected to contribute some of the re-
maining costs, and families with very low to no resources are expected to contribute 
much less, or nothing. 

STEP 3: FEDERAL SHARE 

The same need formula determines how much aid, if any, the Federal Govern-
ment will provide to replace some or all of the family contribution. Students whose 
families earn less than $40,000 in pre-tax income and assets are often eligible for 
a Pell grant (up to $5,550 currently). Middle-income families with Federal tax liabil-
ity are often eligible for one of the Federal education tax credits for tuition paid the 
prior tax year. 

STEP 4: STATE SHARE 

As the final partner, the State assists only when there is a remaining need not 
covered by the other partners. These grants (Oregon Opportunity Grants) support 
student choice by reflecting the differential costs of public 2-year and 4-year colleges 
and public universities. Students who choose eligible 4-year independent colleges 
and universities receive assistance, but no more than their public counterparts. 
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MORE AID = MORE ACCESS 

Beginning in 2008 the State doubled the annual State commitment to the Oregon 
Opportunity Grant from $34 million in the fall of 2007 to $72 million in the fall 
of 2008. The average award amount in 2008 was $2,600 for a community college 
student, nearly double the $1,398 from 2007. Today the Opportunity Grant is fund-
ed at just under $100 million with awards to more than 56,000 students. 

The gap between the cost of attendance and resources to pay for college has also 
dropped for a full-need student since the implementation of the Shared Responsi-
bility Model. The need gap for a community college student has decreased by half 
and for a student choosing a 4-year public institution the gap has been reduced from 
$8,874 (2004–5) to $3,776 today. 

The Shared Responsibility Model design also helped middle-income families afford 
college—up to $70,000 for a family of four, previously capped at $31,000. College 
savings plans do not reduce the grant award. 

Another key aspect of the Shared Responsibility Model is statewide outreach. 
Leveraging the Federal College Access Challenge Grant, secondary and post 
secondary partners launched an aggressive ‘‘get-the-word-out’’ campaign that in-
cluded advertising on TV and radio, mailings and posters targeted to student, par-
ents and counselors and community outreach visits statewide sponsored and sup-
ported by cross-sector education groups. This resulted in an increase of eligible ap-
plicants from 41,800 in 2007 to 74,694 in 2008 and 155,103 estimated for 2011–12. 

HOW CAN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ENCOURAGE AND SUPPORT STATES 
IN AFFORDABILITY? 

There are a number of ways in which the Federal Government can help States 
provide education at a lower cost. First, it should be noted that the maintenance 
of effort (MOE) requirements included in the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA) concerning expenditures for public higher education did in fact serve to 
sustain funding at a time of tremendous fiscal duress. This had a direct impact in 
maintaining educational services and in limiting community college tuitions. Al-
though the Federal Government is no longer supplementing State education budg-
ets, other means of exerting similar leverage should be explored. 

In addition, the Federal Government should consider regulating public institu-
tions of higher education differently from other sectors of higher education, particu-
larly for-profit institutions. The reason for this is obvious—public institutions are 
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funded and regulated in a fashion that is fundamentally different, and infinitely 
more exacting, than what’s generally provided for-profit colleges. Community col-
leges are accountable to taxpayers and the broader public; for-profit colleges are ac-
countable to their owners, usually shareholders. As a result, community colleges 
have been subjected to a regulatory apparatus that is entirely inappropriate to their 
nature. 

The Federal Government also could help States in their efforts to be more efficient 
by aligning the various reporting requirements that it imposes on institutions of 
higher education. These requirements differ for various programs, such as the HEA 
and the Workforce Investment and the Carl D. Perkins Act, and these in turn differ 
from information that States themselves require. A concerted effort needs to be un-
dertaken to eliminate these inefficiencies. Many community colleges have only one 
individual who is responsible for meeting all reporting requirements. Sometimes 
States becoming directly involved in providing needed information. In addition, the 
Federal Government needs to be much more aggressive in ensuring that appropriate 
State educational entities have access to data that will enable them, in concert with 
institutions, to identify the earnings of students after they have left institutions. 
These data in turn will help colleges to maximize resource allocation. 

Many States are leading efforts to overhaul remedial education, often through 
modular courses. Unfortunately, this new approach has led to complications in the 
area of return of Title IV funds and standards of satisfactory academic progress. We 
urge the committee to place special attention on all the positive changes taking 
place in this area, which could well lead to much higher success rates for our stu-
dents. 

CONCLUSION 

Oregon’s educational attainment goal of 40/40/20 is more than a series of num-
bers—it represents an aspirational goal for degrees and certificates but it also rep-
resents a commitment to increasing the socio-economic benefits to all citizens. Con-
necting student learning along the P–20 education continuum is an important step 
in increasing the number of students who successfully complete high school and 
enter college but equally important is the promise that college is accessible and af-
fordable, as in Oregon’s Shared Responsibility Model. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Preus. 
Thank you all very much, both for your verbal statements which 

were very provocative in terms of getting us thinking, but also for 
your written statements. We’ll start a round of 5-minute questions 
now. 

Dr. Howard, I have some questions on the tuition setting flexi-
bility that you seem to advocate. It seems to me if we allow institu-
tions to set their own tuition without any caps, aren’t we risking 
revenue maximizing tuition policies to hurt low-income students 
the most? Even New York, the example you cited, implies some 
caps by the State when you referred to moderate increases. How 
do you strike a balance between greater institutional autonomy 
and flexibility in setting tuition while preserving affordability and 
access? 

Ms. HOWARD. Well, I think we have to have all the stakeholders 
involved in this process to try and come forward with a tuition pol-
icy that is rational, predictable, and manageable. States are all in 
different places in terms of their levels of tuition. I think States 
that look at the economic model—how much families are contrib-
uting, how much aid is available—are able to come forward. 

For example, New York just came out with a predictive model 
where tuition will go up by X percent over the next 5 years. Two 
and a half percent of that tuition increase must go back into need- 
based aid. Families know for the next 5 years what tuition will cost 
them. The model is rational because all the stakeholders were in-
volved and looked at what the State was able to do. Therefore, the 
State committed to an MOE, a maintenance of effort provision, that 
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they would provide, which then keeps the tuition at a level that’s 
predictable and manageable, and it’s sort of not just going up and 
down based on how the State income is faring or its economic situ-
ation. 

I’m not advocating for tuition to spiral out of control by institu-
tions just willy nilly setting their own tuition, but to have a model 
that’s rational, predictable, and manageable for all stakeholders. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me get to something else here. In the pre-
vious hearing that we had, we had representatives of colleges. 
Some of them were talking about how the different colleges have 
instituted different policies, like procurement policies, textbooks, 
things like that, that have really cut costs dramatically. It occurred 
to me then that why aren’t other colleges looking at what some suc-
cessful colleges have done and start to replicate it. 

I asked about it on the State level. We’ve seen some State efforts 
that seem to be moving in the right direction, in terms of procure-
ment policies and other things like that. Why don’t we see more 
States replicating successful efforts—I think, Dr. Howard, you 
mentioned Colorado, Kansas, Virginia—to enable colleges and uni-
versities to streamline their operations? Why aren’t we finding 
more other States sort of replicating this? What’s the problem? 

Mr. Morgan. 
Mr. MORGAN. Senator, that’s exactly what we’re doing in Ten-

nessee. Several national organizations have completion agendas 
and pretty broad agendas, and we’re part of, I think, just about all 
of them. One of the things that Complete College America does, for 
example, is bring States together in what they call Completion 
Academies to share best practice. That has been extraordinarily 
valuable for us in Tennessee in terms of identifying strategies that 
have worked other places that can work in Tennessee. 

That’s more designed around completion, but it also bleeds over 
into operational issues as well. We are just now going through a 
process in our system based on experiences in other States of im-
plementing a system-wide procurement model that will really allow 
us to leverage our system—all the institutions that we have, some 
46 institutions—so that we can group purchases and achieve the 
economies available. 

We are also cooperating with the University of Tennessee system 
to see if there’s opportunities to bring the total higher education 
spend in Tennessee to the table as we negotiate with vendors for 
textbooks and for other kinds of equipment, supplies, and so forth. 
We’re very much about the business of doing that. 

I think what you would find across the country is that States are 
heavily engaged in a kind of unabashed theft of ideas from one 
place to another. I’m very interested in the Oregon Promise Pro-
gram that we’re going to hear more about probably as we talk. So 
I think that is happening. I think it’s happening in a very produc-
tive way. 

The CHAIRMAN. My time has run out, but I’ll recognize Dr. 
Longanecker. 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, I believe there’s—and this is really 
strange for me to say, because I’m generally noted in the commu-
nity as a pessimist. But on this, I’m fairly optimistic. The perform-
ance funding activities that are going on are all focused on trying 
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to improve the efficacy or the efficiency of the system. What that 
does is it forces institutions to then think about ways they can col-
laborate to do this. 

Programs developed by our sister organization in the Midwest— 
the Midwest Higher Education Compact, which does a lot of collec-
tive purchasing. We’ve actually joined with them now. We provide 
a master property insurance program that saves the system in Ne-
vada over $1 million a year by participating in that. There is a 
great deal of energy on this. The programs of the National Center 
for Academic Transformation have really started to transform 
many institutions. I think Tennessee is using that in a substantial 
way to provide higher quality education, as measured by student 
outcomes, for a lower price. I think there really are some wonderful 
things happening. 

When I was a Fed back in the old days, in the last century, there 
was—we always wondered why the great ideas that FIPSE had 
weren’t done by other folks. I think one of the reasons that replica-
tion was so difficult is that there were really no financial incentives 
for doing that. The money was OK. Change is hard, so you do it 
first. It wasn’t tough times. These are tough times. 

There’s really a change in the attitude of the institutions them-
selves all the way down into the faculty. For the first time, I think, 
faculty are a significant part of the discussions about the change 
agenda. I’m reasonably optimistic, which is a strange place for me 
to be. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thanks, Dr. Longanecker. 
Senator Enzi. 
Oh, I’m sorry, Dr. Howard. Did you have a comment? 
Ms. HOWARD. Well, actually, I was going to basically echo some 

of the statements that David has just mentioned. But, I do want 
to say that I think States can do more. I think our initial focus 
when institutions begin to experience a drop in State support—that 
the focus was on the institution. I think your last round of hearings 
brought forward a lot of those innovations that occurred, because, 
at first, we were looking at institutions to generate ways to reduce 
costs. 

Now, I think, States are really fully at the table and helping 
more. I think it may seem that States are coming to this a little 
later, but I think that was simply because our focus was initially 
at the institutional level. But they are leading now. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator Enzi, thank you. 
Senator ENZI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Dr. Longanecker, when I was in the Wyoming legislature, I was 

a delegate to the WICHE. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. I know. You and your fellow Senator are the 

only two WICHE Senators we have. 
Senator ENZI. I remember being in San Francisco at a meeting 

when Governor Geringer of Wyoming and Governor Leavitt of Utah 
announced the Western Governors University. Among all the col-
lege presidents, the main conversation was, ‘‘Well, what do we do 
with out-of-state students?’’ And there’s always that kind of a tui-
tion discussion as well. I appreciate all the ideas that you put for-
ward, and we’ll have some specific questions on more detail on 
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some of those. I appreciate the broad range of universities and col-
leges that you’re representing with that. You mentioned Dr. Preus 
and her comments. 

I was fascinated by your comments on student share. I’m not so 
sure that we haven’t gotten away from that a little bit and think 
that everything should be provided for them. Can you tell me a lit-
tle bit more about how that student share is based on the level of 
the school that they choose? 

Ms. PREUS. Mr. Chairman and Ranking Member Enzi, there is 
a formula. I dare say it might be too complicated for the committee 
meeting timeframe. We do a cost of attendance for the community 
colleges, the 4-year publics, and 4-year independent or private in-
stitutions. Then there’s an expectation that a community college 
student would not have to secure a loan in order to afford tuition, 
which at the current rate is about $3,200 a year for tuition. Univer-
sity and independent university choice would require a minimum 
of $3,000 borrowing. 

What we try to do is use a formula where the student would 
work approximately 30 hours during the school year and full-time 
during the summer. That dollar amount becomes the student’s 
share. Then for the university, it’s that share, which is right now 
$5,700, plus $3,000 in borrowing, so $8,700 for a 4-year university. 
That’s how we establish the share. 

Senator ENZI. It appears that that would make them have some 
consideration on where they decided to go. I’ll have some more 
written questions for you on that one, too. 

The main question that I have for all of you, actually, is what 
steps can the Federal Government take to improve affordability or 
maybe, more important, what ways the Federal Government is im-
peding your efforts to improve affordability, access, and comple-
tion? And that may take a much more detailed answer than you 
might be able to give here. But, if you can, just give me a brief an-
swer on that and then follow it up in your written responses. 

Mr. MORGAN. If I could, I’ll give you one example, and this is ac-
tually one that there’s some hope that we’re going to work through 
this. One of the things we’ve done in Tennessee is significantly re-
designed our remedial and developmental education programs. 
Many students come to us—70 percent or so will come to us with 
some need for supplemental or what we now call learning support 
needs. VA benefits don’t pay for remediation developmental edu-
cation in ‘‘independent study.’’ 

Well, what we’ve discovered in Tennessee through this reinven-
tion of our remedial and developmental curriculum is that empo-
rium models, using math labs with tutors and faculty in a very 
structured way—but it’s an individualized study. We would argue 
it’s not independent study at all. We’ve been going back and forth 
now for months with the VA about being able to use their benefits 
to pay for that methodology, which has proven to us to be far supe-
rior to the old models of remediation and developmental instruc-
tion. 

There are other examples. We’re moving toward cohorts, which 
are continuous enrollment programs, in our community colleges 
and may well begin looking at that in our universities. The Pell 
system doesn’t really fit that very well, and it’s difficult to figure 
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out how to use the Federal financial aid that is available to support 
those kinds of what we consider to be more successful, more inno-
vative practice. 

Senator ENZI. Thank you. 
Anyone else? 
Mr. LONGANECKER. I’d like to jump in on that. I mentioned some 

of that. I think we need fairly radical change when you get around 
to reauthorization next year in some regards. We talk about a part-
nership. Right now, the partnership is the feds pay, everybody else 
takes. There isn’t a stake in the game for the other principal ac-
tors. 

I think to the extent that you could build in a reasonable part-
nership, a real partnership, it would be useful so that institutions 
have a stake in the student’s success and there’s some value in 
that; so that the State has some stake in the student’s ultimate 
success and there’s some value in that; so that we’re working to-
gether. Too often, I think the Federal Government has tried to sub-
stitute for inaction by States or institutions. Institutions don’t 
share in some of the exceptional costs, the default rates and others 
that are a part of the game. 

The States don’t share in the cost, particularly now that we don’t 
have an SSIG program. That was a clever little program. Before it 
was passed, almost no States had need-based programs. Within a 
few years, every State did. It wasn’t designed well for the future, 
and so it faded away, as I think it well probably should have. The 
idea of building in partnerships and stakes—if States don’t want 
to go along, well, to hell with them. I mean, let their citizens suffer. 
The States that struggle and do a good job, then they should ben-
efit from a partnership—a little hard for a Federal Government to 
say. 

We’re beyond the point where I think we can expect—I mean, I 
talked about the States changing their concept of affordability. 
You’re in the same place. I mean, come November, you’re going to 
be facing a huge set of difficult choices about what you fund and 
what you don’t fund. We’re going to have to find ways in which we 
work closer together as institutions, State and Federal Govern-
ments, and as families. 

I think the student share concepts that are built into the Oregon 
Shared Responsibility Model are really exceptional. They recognize 
the reality of what students do today, and they also call loans 
loans, not financial aid. That’s a student’s contribution. They’re 
going to have to pay it back. It’s in the student’s share, not in the 
financial aid. Loans are not financial aid. College work-study is not 
financial aid. It’s work. We should recognize, though, and admit 
that. They’re benefits. 

They’re certainly good things to have. But we sell them in the 
financial aid packaging as though we were giving a great gift to the 
students. The unfortunate part is the students sometimes think it 
was a gift and don’t realize what the loan is, and so we get our-
selves in trouble. 

Ms. HOWARD. I would still like to encourage you to continue to 
look at the maintenance of effort provision. I think in the Higher 
Education Act now, it’s still rather weak compared to some provi-
sions in other education and healthcare measures. Higher edu-
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cation is being squeezed out at the State level when the States look 
at P–12 and they look at the needs they have to meet in terms of 
healthcare, ET cetera. Higher education is the entity that’s really 
being squeezed out. 

I think the maintenance of efforts provisions have worked. States 
understand them. The States that have maintained those provi-
sions are the ones that—my institutions are saying that they are 
developing robust partnerships. I think at the State and Federal 
levels, higher education really needs to be looked at as a part of 
the overall economic driver within communities, and they’re not 
kind of these stand-alone institutions that should be treated just 
like any regular State agency. 

Higher education is really the engine that is going to help us sat-
isfy the goals that you’ve heard some of my colleagues mention and 
help us be competitive in the future. I think continuing to ask 
States to maintain some effort—families and institutions cannot do 
this alone. We’re going to get through the efficiency and effective-
ness measures. We’re going to be very good at that. We’re going to 
be innovative. 

States are going to come along and help push us some more to 
be more efficient and, hopefully, will give us more policies that will 
allow us to be more efficient and effective, because I still think 
States have not done everything they can do in terms of giving 
campuses more leeway in terms of deciding how to move dollars 
from one line item to another, how to use capital investments and 
resources to generate savings, how to do more things at the local 
level so that it isn’t strained out over a long period of time, which 
ends up costing the institution more. 

Maintenance of effort has been really important and successful, 
and we need to strengthen that measure going forward in the 
Higher Education Reauthorization Act. 

Senator ENZI. I have far exceeded my time. I will do some fol-
lowup in writing and hope that you will provide more answers, be-
cause this is a great panel and great answers. I appreciate it. 

The CHAIRMAN. It’s a great panel, and this topic is at the top of 
our list, because we’ve got to work on this next year on the reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act. 

Senator Bingaman and then Senator Alexander. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN 

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you all for being here. Let me ask 
about the whole impact of technology on all of this that you folks 
are doing and that we’re talking about here. It strikes me that in 
higher education, just as in a lot of other aspects of our lives, tech-
nology is dramatically changing the models that are available to 
folks. I mean, I read in the newspaper—I haven’t taken these 
courses yet, but there are a lot of very high quality courses that 
you can take online. 

Now, more and more, universities are agreeing that they will set 
up systems or they’ll hire folks to essentially do monitored testing 
to see whether you’ve actually mastered the substance of the course 
and whether or not you passed the course. You don’t get college 
credit for it. They’re not going to give you a university credit to-
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ward a degree. They’ll give you a certificate that says you passed 
the course, basically. 

This is a type of individualized instruction that seems to me to 
sort of undermine the whole concept of universities and community 
colleges and everything, the way we’ve always thought of it. It gets 
harder and harder for folks to justify paying $30,000, $40,000, or 
$50,000 a year for tuition and devoting 4 or 5 years of their life 
to going and being on a campus when they can sit at home or any-
where and take these online courses and get credit—not get credit, 
but get at least an acknowledgement that they have mastered the 
substance of what’s being taught. 

I think, Dr. Longanecker, you talked about hybrid and blending 
programs and that kind of thing. I guess I’m just interested in any 
insights any of you can give me as to how you folks are accommo-
dating to this. I mean, if I was worried about my ability to afford 
college, and I was just out of high school, I would be looking seri-
ously at what are the options for getting some course work accom-
plished through these alternative ways that are either no cost or 
low cost, and then trying to find somebody who would acknowledge 
that I took the courses and passed them. I don’t know if any of you 
have insights. 

Dr. Longanecker, I’d be interested in your thoughts. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Sure. Clayton Christensen, who is sort of the 

guru of disruptive technology, has written a book about higher edu-
cation and has suggested that, basically, the changes in the deliv-
ery of higher education are the disruptive technologies in higher 
education. I think he’s absolutely right. 

There’s really two elements to this. One is the technology and 
the use of that in the instruction, and the other is the movement 
more toward assessment of competence rather than seat time as 
the measure of student learning, if you will. You put those to-
gether, and they have the potential of sort of radically reforming 
or destroying education as we know it. My sense is that what’s 
going to happen is it’s going to be reformed, not destroyed. 

These are going to help us do a much better job, and we’re al-
ready seeing it. I think it’s Maryland—they require that students 
take a portion of their education online. In Idaho now, they’re actu-
ally requiring that of elementary and secondary students. There’s 
a presumption that that will be an integral part of the way in 
which we learn, and it already is. 

We find that most of the students who are taking online courses 
in our public universities are actually students in the university 
who could have taken the course on campus but maybe they had 
something else they wanted to do during that time, or they heard 
it was a better course, or some of them maybe heard it was an easi-
er course. I don’t know. 

By and large, there are a lot of reasons why people are sort of 
blending things together. Some are taking totally online. Some are 
taking blended courses. There’s still great value in the seminar and 
in the laboratory science course that’s on campus and whatever. I 
think what you’re going to see is a radical transformation. 

Senator BINGAMAN. Am I also right, though, that as this trans-
formation occurs, there ought to be some opportunities to save 
money? 
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Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, there are. In fact, for the first 15 or 20 
years of online, we didn’t save money. We were learning. It really 
wasn’t—it was mostly an add-on, and it actually cost us. But we 
are seeing technology advancements now that allow us to save sub-
stantial money. I mentioned the National Center for Academic 
Transformation, and they’re saving money. Texas is developing a 
$10,000 degree that involves the use of technology. It’s a different 
type of education. 

Frankly, my three children got regular college degrees, and I 
think there is value in the contact and in the campus and in the 
community experience that’s part of college. I hope we don’t lose 
that. I don’t think we will, because I think many people believe 
there’s value in that. There are two substantial benefits from the 
changes that are occurring. One is it will reduce the cost of all col-
lege. The second is it will make college much more available to a 
much larger share of the population than we have traditionally 
reached. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Bingaman. 
Senator Alexander. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALEXANDER 

Senator ALEXANDER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you 
and Senator Enzi for these hearings. I think they’ve really been 
very helpful and on a subject we all care about, which is making 
it easier to afford college. I’m going to focus on one word. I listened 
for it very carefully at our last hearing, and it didn’t come up until 
I mentioned it. I haven’t heard it today, although Dr. Howard al-
most said it. The word is Medicaid. 

We all seem to agree that the reason tuition is up is because 
State funding is down. I know that based on my own experience. 
Thirty years ago when I was Governor, 70 percent of the cost of 
going to college in Tennessee was paid by the State and 30 percent 
by the student. If we increased tuition by 3 percent, we increased 
the State’s share by 3 percent. That was just kind of understood. 

Today, as Mr. Morgan has said, it’s the reverse. Now, why is 
that? Well, the main reason for that is because the cost of Medicaid 
in the Tennessee State budget 30 years ago was 8 percent, and the 
cost today is closer to 25 percent. That’s true everywhere in the 
country. This isn’t President Obama I’m talking about. This has 
been happening for 30 years. 

Just to give you an example of it, I came to Washington to see 
President Reagan 30 years ago and said, 

‘‘Mr. President, this is squeezing—Medicaid is going to 
squeeze everything out of our budget, and I won’t be able to 
afford to fund higher education properly. Why don’t you take 
all of Medicaid, Mr. President, and we’ll take all of K through 
12 at the State level.’’ 

He agreed with that and mentioned it in his State of the Union. 
Nobody else agreed with it. 

If we had done that at the time—and I’m just using this to show 
an example of the problem—the States would have come out about 
$5 billion ahead. In other words, if all the responsibility for Med-
icaid had been in Washington, and all the responsibility for K 
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through 12 had been in the States, the States would have come out 
about $5 billion ahead 30 years ago. 

If that were true today, if all the growth of Medicaid over the 
last 30 years had been in Washington, and the growth of K through 
12 had been in the States, States would come out ahead to date 
$92 billion a year. I mean, the State of Tennessee would have $2 
billion more to spend, roughly, and I can guarantee you that much 
of it would go to higher education. 

Why is that? It’s because the Federal Government requires the 
States to spend money on Medicaid through maintenance of effort 
formulas that are in the healthcare law and in Medicaid and other 
mandates. They extend all the way to 2019. If you tell the Gov-
ernors and legislators they have to spend it on healthcare, it won’t 
be there to spend on colleges and universities. 

I don’t like maintenance of effort. I’m opposed to one for higher 
education. If so, why do we have Governors and legislators? Why 
don’t we just have a Washington Congress that says, ‘‘All right. 
Tennessee spends this much on roads, this much on prisons, this 
much on’’—and we can all go home. We don’t need Governors or 
legislatures. It’s the maintenance of effort for Medicaid that has 
gotten higher education into the mess it’s in today, in my judg-
ment. 

Turn it around the other way. What if the States and the legisla-
tures got together and tried to get a pledge from Senator Corker 
and me that we’d never spend less than X on roads in Washington? 
We wouldn’t tolerate that, and they shouldn’t tolerate a mainte-
nance of effort from here. 

That’s my view of it. I think the first thing we can do to make 
it easier to afford college is to stop ordering States to spend a cer-
tain amount on healthcare and leave Governors and legislatures 
free to do what they want to do. You’d see a lot fewer examples 
of what happened in Tennessee 2 years ago when Medicaid spend-
ing went up 15 percent and higher education spending went down 
15 percent. Had they been free to spend it as they wished to, I’m 
sure it would have been more even. 

Now, Mr. Morgan, you’ve watched the State of Tennessee for 
about the same time I have, over the last 30 years. You’ve been 
with Democratic and Republican Governors. Let me ask you two 
quick questions. One is what’s the tuition today in your 4-year col-
leges and in your community colleges? 

Mr. MORGAN. Senator, our tuition today in our 2-year colleges is 
about $3,600 a year. It’s about twice that, about $8,000 a year, at 
the universities. 

Senator ALEXANDER. Do you have any comment over the 30 years 
on the effect that the increase in State spending for Medicaid has 
on the reduction in State money available for higher education? 

Mr. MORGAN. There is absolutely no doubt, Senator, that over 
the years the increased cost of healthcare, mostly represented in 
the Medicaid program, has crowded out other State purposes. I 
think it’s just true. Particularly, in a State like Tennessee—and I 
don’t want to get into a tax reform conversation. But in a State like 
Tennessee, where our tax base really is not very elastic—in fact, 
it is inelastic. As the economy grows, the tax base doesn’t. That has 
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created particular problems for us in order to keep up with manda-
tory spending on things like Medicaid. 

Other issues, though, have also contributed to that. It’s not just 
Medicaid. But Medicaid certainly is the largest. In the last few 
years, in the last 5 or 6 years, the rate of growth in what we now 
call our TennCare program was not as great as it had been in prior 
years, although, as you note, a couple of years ago was a pretty big 
hit, and we expect that to continue now—kind of back on trend for 
the next few years. It will make it much more difficult to fund 
higher education. 

Higher education doesn’t have constitutional protection in Ten-
nessee. Prisons and K–12 systems in Tennessee do have constitu-
tional protections, either based on historical litigation or exclusive 
provisions in our State Constitution. I wish we had maybe a little 
constitutional provision for higher education. 

Senator ALEXANDER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Alexander. 
Senator Franken. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR FRANKEN 

Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank all of 
you. 

Dr. Longanecker, one of my top concerns I hear about from stu-
dents in Minnesota, after concerns about how to pay for college, is 
a concern that they really don’t necessarily understand the true 
cost of college. I hear this also, not only from people all over the 
country, but from school counselors, who are overwhelmed as it is, 
but get these aid letters that are just really hard for them to sort 
out, let alone for the parents of the student or the student. 

Currently, every postsecondary school uses its own financial aid 
award letters, making it really impossible for students to compare 
letters to each other. I mean, if you look at them, they’ll use dif-
ferent names to describe the same thing. Sometimes a loan won’t 
even be listed as a loan. It’ll just have a code. And this is an award 
letter. Very often, you don’t think of an award as something you 
have to pay off with interest, you know. 

I’ve introduced bipartisan legislation to require colleges to use a 
uniform financial aid award letter with common names and com-
mon terminology. Do you see the value in this type of legislation? 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, I do. In fact, Secretary Duncan and the 
Department have come up with a recommended letter to the com-
munities—— 

Senator FRANKEN. That’s voluntary, though. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Voluntary. The dilemma I think we’ve got 

right now is, in most cases, they aren’t intentionally non-commu-
nicative. But we’re dealing here, for the traditional college student, 
with a person who has very modest understanding of personal fi-
nance. So unless you have a clear representation of what the award 
is, it can be really misunderstood. 

I mentioned earlier that many students don’t understand what 
a loan is when they go to college. They get a loan, and there’s no 
payment with that loan, and they presume that that’s the way it’s 
always going to be. It was a loan without repayment, if you will. 
Or they’re told that there’ll be repayment afterwards. Sometimes 
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that’s a loan that’s accruing interest. They don’t understand what 
that means. 

I have a personal story. My brightest daughter—I have three 
wonderful daughters. My brightest daughter was going to law 
school, and they gave her all the money she needed to go to law 
school. And she says, ‘‘Look at this. This is wonderful. I’m going to 
take out all these loans. It’s going to be great.’’ And I’m saying, 
‘‘No, you aren’t. Look at the interest rates on those.’’ She says, 
‘‘Well, I don’t have any interest while I’m in school.’’ 

Well, of course, she did. She didn’t have to pay it. But it was ac-
cruing. She’s going to owe twice as much when she got out of law 
school as she thought she was going to owe. This is an extremely 
bright person. They hadn’t explained all of that to her. They were 
making sure she could afford to go to college. I think it’s very im-
portant that we have a standard way—— 

Senator FRANKEN. And, once again, this is your brightest daugh-
ter. 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, that would have been my brightest 

daughter. 
Senator FRANKEN. I think that underscores the point. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes. She is a smart little bugger. I think it’s 

really important that they know. I know the Secretary is trying to 
do it through voluntary means, because he doesn’t have the capac-
ity to do it through a requirement. I think it would be interesting 
and useful to have—— 

Senator FRANKEN. I wonder who would have that ability to do 
that. 

Mr. LONGANECKER. The U.S. Senate could pass a bill on it. 
Senator FRANKEN. Oh, that’s why I introduced the bill. I mean, 

you said that traditional students—— 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Non-traditional students face the same di-

lemma. You’re coming back to school. It’s been a long time since 
you’ve been there. If you come from a low-income family, you often 
have a real strong aversion to certain kinds of assistance. You real-
ly need something that clearly lays it out. Now, that doesn’t mean 
they’ll all know exactly what you said or listen to what you said. 
That’s the other side. 

Senator FRANKEN. Well, if we have a common form that names 
everything the same so you can compare apples to apples—— 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes. 
Senator FRANKEN [continuing]. Also, that says how much you’re 

going to owe in addition to this—because very often, the letters will 
just have what aid you have, meaning what grants and what loans 
you have. It won’t say how much more you have to pay—and also 
to have something that says how much you’re going to have to pay 
per month to pay off these loans. And if you have that, it would 
be much, much easier for students. 

This is something I hear from students all the time who are in 
the middle of it, in college, or students that have graduated and 
didn’t realize the level they were going to pay. And instead of say-
ing, ‘‘Oh, you should have been smarter,’’ why not just make a uni-
form financial aid letter that everyone can understand. I have very, 
very smart guidance counselors who wrote me and thanked me, be-
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cause they said, ‘‘This is very hard for me, and this is my job, let 
alone how hard it is for the student.’’ 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes. I think, again, not everybody will get it. 
But we ought to give them the capacity to get it. 

Senator FRANKEN. Yes. I think that’s obvious. Thank you. 
I know I’ve gone over my time, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator Whitehouse. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR WHITEHOUSE 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. A quick editorial point and then two ques-
tions. The editorial point is that at the tail end of all that confu-
sion, people are often left stuck with enormous amounts of debt. 
One of the dirtiest deeds that was done to American students was 
squirreled away in the so-called Bankruptcy Reform Act, where 
they made student loans non-dischargeable which shoveled buckets 
of money into the pockets of the lenders who had lent at a rate that 
presumed that was not the case. It was kind of a surprise attack 
on the students. 

I don’t think anybody has put their fingerprints on that provision 
since then. But there it lies, and students have this additional bur-
den that ordinary borrowers don’t have as a result. 

My two questions—the first is about Pell grants. Could you each 
just touch very briefly on how important you think Pell grants are 
in the financing strategy for college of lower income families? 

Ms. HOWARD. Well, certainly, I think it has played a real impor-
tant role in helping millions of individuals to be able to obtain an 
education in this country. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. We have one really important. 
Ms. HOWARD. Right. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. I’d say it’s really, really important, but not 

for every Pell grant recipient. That’s one of the areas I think there 
needs to be some reform in. For the students who have the most 
need, it makes the difference in whether they go to college or not. 
The way the program works, whenever we increase maximum, we 
also bring in a new population of more middle-income students. I 
know there’s a lot of concern about the middle-income students 
today. They aren’t nearly as vulnerable as that most-needy stu-
dent, and we may need to think about targeting better in the fu-
ture. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Mr. Morgan. 
Mr. MORGAN. Pell grants are essential to our lower income stu-

dents being able to go. There’s just no question about it. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Dr. Preus. 
Ms. PREUS. Extremely important. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. OK. Really important, really, really impor-

tant and essential, and extremely important. Good. My other ques-
tion is one that I invite you to take for the record, if you like, be-
cause in 2 minutes and 45 seconds, I’m not going to get answers 
to this from everybody. But it has to do with what many of you 
were saying about accountability and, particularly, how it’s meas-
ured. 

A woman who is a single mother in South Providence and who 
decides that she’s going to improve her economic situation and go 
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to CCRI and start taking credits might very well start off signing 
up for a bunch of credits and being optimistic. Then she’ll go in, 
and she’ll find out, ‘‘I was a little over-optimistic about how much 
time and energy I could devote to this. I’m going to have to drop 
a credit or so.’’ And then maybe in the next term, there’s a 
childcare issue, so she drops out entirely. 

But she comes back again and takes another credit and then 
maybe two more. In the meantime, she is learning skills and has 
refocused her life, and, sure enough, boom, along comes a job in the 
field that she’s interested in. She gets that job. She’s got her eco-
nomic foothold. So no more credits. She’s satisfied. For her, that 
CCRI experience was a success: ‘‘I moved from where I was not 
happy to a job where I am happy.’’ 

When you look at her career from a purely university-based per-
spective, she dropped credits, she missed semesters, she never 
graduated, and she looks like a failure. In her life, it’s a success. 
Mission accomplished: ‘‘I have a foothold job that gets me into the 
economy where I want. I can take care of my child, and I’m on my 
way.’’ 

Who does the best job of figuring out what real success is in 
terms of ultimate job placement? And how should we be looking at 
that question? 

Mr. LONGANECKER. Well, I’m really glad you asked that question, 
because I think that is a success. Most of the people who face those 
same dilemmas don’t ever get to the point of success. I think there 
are two or three things. One is we need to find a way in which we 
define success, both in terms of the completion of the education and 
in terms of why it was we completed the education, so moving into 
the workforce. 

I think this is really a great example of where the Federal Gov-
ernment needs to bring together the activities of the Labor Depart-
ment and the Department of Education and, if you will, perhaps 
the IRS or the Social Security Administration so that we can deter-
mine whether the people have achieved the success that we want 
them to. We’re involved at WICHE with a four-state—we’re work-
ing with four States to essentially blend their education data bases 
and their labor data bases, their UI data bases, so we can look at 
the success of students. 

Now, we’ll be able to do some really good policy work on that. 
But we won’t be able to look at individuals because the privacy 
laws don’t allow us to do that. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. My time is up. If anybody else would like 
to add thoughts in terms of an answer, I’d love to hear from you. 

This has been a really terrific panel, and I want to thank the 
Chairman for bringing you all here together—an impressive panel. 

The CHAIRMAN. We’ll start a second round here. I’m sorry that 
Senator Alexander left, and I don’t mean to speak in his absence. 
But I did want to respond a little bit on the Medicaid issue. An ar-
ticle in the Washington Post this summer, dated July 3d, quoting 
Kaiser Family Foundation, said that, 

‘‘Despite beliefs that Medicaid is claiming a larger share of 
State budgets, the share of State general fund dollars for Med-
icaid has remained fairly stable, increasing from 14.4 percent 
in 1995 to 15.8 percent in 2010.’’ 
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The most recent up-tick is largely due to the recession. I mean, 
who gets Medicaid—poor people and people who are out of work. 
The idea of maintenance of effort—the CBO estimated that if we 
repealed the maintenance effort, there would be 300,000 people 
added to the ranks of the uninsured, and that 400,000 beneficiaries 
would be pushed out of Medicaid and CHIP, two-thirds of whom 
would be children. 

Again, if they’re kicked out, it’s like they don’t disappear. They 
still get sick. They still have to be taken care of. They’re going to 
be a bigger burden if the sicker they get, that’s when they show 
up at the hospital or the emergency room. I hope we’re not trying 
to pit poor kids against college students. It’s poor kids. How do you 
get Medicaid? You’ve got to be really poor. So I hope we’re not 
going to try to pit poor kids against college students. 

The other thing I want to say about this is that—and I don’t 
have the data now, but I’ve seen it in the past—that States in the 
past 20 or 30 years, when times are good, cut taxes. Governors love 
to run on cutting taxes. So they cut taxes. Then when they hit bad 
times, they can’t raise taxes in bad times. Then you get into an-
other cycle of good times and you want to cut taxes even more. 

We have had a decreasing level of State revenues over the last 
20 to 30 years in general funds. What do the States do? Lotteries, 
casinos—that’s where they’re making their money now. And who 
plays the lottery? Who goes to the casinos? Poor people. You don’t 
see rich people at these casinos. Well, you see them in Las Vegas 
maybe. They might go there for other reasons besides just gam-
bling. 

When I hear States crying about their budgets and stuff, I say, 
‘‘Well, show me what your revenues have done over the last 

20 or 30 years. How are you collecting your revenues? Where 
are they going, and your budgets?’’ 

You can’t just say that just because—and the other thing is this 
30 years—and Senator Alexander was right about this—I don’t 
know if he alluded to this or not, but that we have a growing num-
ber of poor people in this country in the last 30 years. Look at it. 
Just look at the data. 

There was a graph in the paper the other day about more and 
more income going to the top one-fifth—I forget what it was—like 
50 percent of our income is now going to the top one-fifth of income 
earners, and less than 5 percent going to the bottom fifth. That’s 
what’s eating us up. It’s this lack of revenues and the fact that we 
have a growing population of poor people in this country. 

I didn’t mean to get off on all that. But I just wanted to respond 
to that. Mostly, what I’m interested in, though, is pursuing—as I 
said, this is a great panel. We have the Higher Education Act next 
year. I think there’s a lot of things we can do. I feel strongly that 
maintenance of effort is something that we really, really have to 
maintain. 

Also, we’ve got to look at how we can incentivize States to do the 
kinds of things you’re doing in Tennessee or what you’re doing in 
Oregon, which really kind of gets my curiosity about how you have 
a seamless system and how you encourage these kids to get 
through the seamless system from community colleges to colleges. 
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The other thing we need to tackle is pay for performance. Well, 
what is performance? Is it 4 years? Well, you know, I went to a 4- 
year college. But it took me one extra quarter to finish because I 
changed my major. So I didn’t have enough credits in my new 
major. I needed to go another—we were on the quarter system at 
the time, so I had to go an extra quarter. 

There’s a lot of that that goes on, where kids go to college, think-
ing they’re going to do something, and find out that’s really not 
where their aptitude lies. They change, and it requires them to go 
to school for an extra semester or so. Second, there’s a lot of kids 
who go to college and because of economic situations they drop out. 
They go to work for a while, save some money, and go back to 
school. 

Sometimes it does take longer than 4 years. I don’t know what 
the proper—is it 5 years? Is it 6 years? A lot of people seem to have 
settled on 6 years. I don’t know what the proper cutoff is for some 
kind of pay for performance, for getting these kids through in a 
short period of time. We know it saves money. That I know. The 
shorter period of time you’re in college, the more money you save. 

How do you accommodate these other things I spoke about in 
terms of finances, in terms of illnesses, in terms of changing your 
major? Once you start writing in exceptions, where do you end? So 
who’s got the answer for me? 

Mr. LONGANECKER. I’ve got the answer. One of the real advan-
tages of these new outcomes-based funding programs like Ten-
nessee has is they provide all the right incentives to the institution, 
but they don’t tell the institution exactly how to do it. For example, 
the institution knows now that they aren’t going to get paid for 
that person until he or she graduates. I mean, they’re not going to 
get as much money. They’re going to try and do everything they 
can to get that person to graduate. 

The way you get a person to graduation is you break down those 
barriers, so that you have a childcare program for this person that 
was mentioned, so that she doesn’t have to drop out of school. 

The CHAIRMAN. That costs money. 
Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, it costs money. But it’s worth it because 

you’re going to get some money, and you’re going to get it sooner. 
It really allows the institutions to find the one that fits their cir-
cumstances best. And you’d better believe they’ll follow it. They 
sure followed us on enrollments. We said we wanted enrollments, 
and we got enrollments. We particularly got enrollments on the 
14th day, not necessarily on the 30th day. A lot of students have 
dropped courses by then. 

There are a lot of the right incentives if you pay for performance. 
Now, some States have sort of done a half a loaf, and it’s not bad. 
They’ve said they’re not going to pay on graduates, but they’re only 
going to pay for completed courses. Well, then, you provide a dis-
incentive for—gosh, that bright daughter I was talking about used 
to always sign up for 24 to 27 credit hours, because she knew she 
was going to drop the ones that didn’t seem to be as fun, or she 
couldn’t get the ones she really wanted so she signed up for others, 
hoping she’d get into the ones she wanted. 

There was a lot of gaming that went on. That served her pretty 
well for convenience, but it sure cost the State of Virginia, which 
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is where she was going at that time, a lot of money, because those 
courses got counted in their formula. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Morgan. 
Mr. MORGAN. One thing I would add to that—and I agree with 

everything David said. But we can also structure our offerings in 
ways that are much friendlier to students who have outside-edu-
cation obligations. They have families. They have work careers. 
They have other balancing acts that they have to perform. Histori-
cally, we haven’t been very flexible in the way we structure pro-
grams. 

We’re looking very hard—and the outcomes-based formula drives 
us to look very hard—at how we craft programs that will fit the 
needs of individuals. Frankly, that’s something we can learn from 
proprietary schools, because they’ve done a pretty good job at build-
ing programs that fit people’s real-life needs. We just didn’t do that 
very often in public education. I think we’re doing that now. 

Perhaps in Senator Whitehouse’s example of the person who kind 
of comes and goes and finally gets what they need, had we had the 
right program structure on the front end, it may have been a much 
quicker route for that individual to be able to get to an ultimate 
result that would put them in the economy at the place they want 
to be. There are a lot of things that we can do better. 

There’s just one other point I’ll make and then stop. In difficult 
budget times, historically, student services has been one of the first 
things to be cut. In an outcome-based world, suddenly student serv-
ices becomes one of the last things you want to cut, because having 
adequate services that can really reach out to students, identify the 
problems that they have, counsel them about the career choices 
that they need to make so maybe they don’t waste a quarter or a 
semester or a year exploring—if they had a little more guidance up 
front, they might have gotten on a path that would have led to a 
quicker completion and, therefore, saved resources. 

One of the things that we’re seeing in our system is that focus 
on outcomes has really developed a strong interest on the part of 
all the stakeholders at the institution in having the right student 
services available at the right time. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Morgan. 
Dr. Howard. 
Ms. HOWARD. I just wanted to say that I also want us to keep 

in mind that our students today, on average, at many of our cam-
puses are 23, 24, 25, 26 years of age, and they have other real-life 
responsibilities. This sort of perfect perspective we want to have in 
terms of how they move through their educational experience is not 
going to be as achievable for all adult learners. They’re going to be, 
in the future, one of the largest groups that we educate in this 
country. 

We are trying to adjust and be prepared for everyone that’s going 
to be coming through higher education, and that’s a big challenge 
for us. Many of our colleges and universities are beginning to have 
their own e-university within the walls of the traditional university 
so that we do have this hybrid world that students can take advan-
tage of to garner the education that they need. 

We have one system in Pennsylvania that’s starting to look at a 
lot of the courses that are out there online and will look at how 
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to evaluate and judge those courses as to whether they have qual-
ity and merit and students can take advantage of them and receive 
college credit for them. That’ll be another lifeline that students can 
have in that State, for example, to begin to move forward with 
their education. 

I was listening to him describe the student that he was talking 
about. Although she’s happy now, it doesn’t mean she’s not going 
to hit the wall later, that her job or her career isn’t going to require 
her to go back and receive additional education if she decides she 
wants to move up in that organization or she wants to change jobs 
again. 

I do think in terms of higher education we’re going to have to 
have a more expansive view of it and stop looking at it as an end 
and a beginning. I think we’re all going to be involved in con-
tinuing education the rest of our lives when we look at the society 
that we’re developing and how competitive it is. I do think we need 
to be sensitive to that and develop as many pathways as we can 
for individuals to be able to garner a higher education. We are 
working on that, and we also are looking at how we can make it 
most cost-effective, especially for our students. 

We don’t have a pat answer for you today, whether it should be 
four or six or whatever, because our population has changed. When 
I went through college, everybody was 17, and everybody traveled 
as a class. Very few of our students now and in the future are 
going to be coming in as a group and then complete as a cohort at 
the end. We have to be prepared for it when people have to go off 
in terms of other roadways. So I hope we won’t lock ourselves back 
into a view that’s kind of 25 years old that everyone’s going to go 
through in the same amount of time and in the same way, because 
it won’t happen. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator Enzi. 
Senator ENZI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think this has been 

an extremely valuable panel. I’ve made pages and pages of notes 
here and additional questions. Our work is really going to be cut 
out for us. I mean, not only do we have to do the Higher Education 
reauthorization, but we have to fix No Child Left Behind. 

The CHAIRMAN. We’ve got to redo that, yes. 
Senator ENZI. The Workforce Investment Act should have been 

done 6 years ago. I complain about it every year. 
The CHAIRMAN. You’ve worked very hard on that. 
Senator ENZI. I did hear the comment that we needed to redesign 

remedial. That fits in with fixing No Child Left Behind. If we don’t 
bring them out of high schools better, then they won’t need the re-
medial courses. High schools have to be somewhat responsible for 
that as well as colleges when it comes to the cost, I think. 

I think we’re going to have to pursue this technology a lot more, 
and it’s going to be interesting—the age of those of us who will be 
making the law, compared to the age that really understands tech-
nology. I’ve said in my office, if the computers break down, we’d 
just go find a kid on the street, give him a movie ticket for fixing 
it, and it’s done in 30 minutes. It’s not quite that simple, and that 
isn’t really how we do it. 
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Recently, I was in Sweden, looking at their educational system. 
In preschool, they’re using i-Pads and doing educational programs, 
and that goes all the way up. As they get a little bit older, they 
communicate between each other doing team projects, which I 
hated when I was in school because there was always somebody 
that was the weak link that still got credit for my work. But when 
they’re using computers, just two people linked up, the teacher can 
go back and check and see who is doing the work. That has some 
advantages to promoting teamwork, I think. 

It was just fascinating to watch the ways that they were able to 
use this that I’d never even envisioned before. They didn’t write 
stories. They filmed stories. We’re going to have to adjust to that 
level of technology as we’re making the new laws for this. The 
teachers liked the system once they adjusted to it, because it freed 
them up to work with the kids that actually needed help, and the 
kids that were really good were just zooming along on their own. 
Somehow we’re going to have to adjust to that so we can allow oth-
ers to adjust to it. 

I have a whole range of questions, but we don’t have the time 
to cover them. I will submit them in writing to you and would ap-
preciate answers. You’ve just been a real treasure trove of informa-
tion for us. There are a lot of areas we need to explore yet before 
we do the Higher Education reauthorization. I just want to thank 
you for your participation today and your great answers. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Enzi. And I’ll just 
join you in thanking the panel, all of you, for being here and for 
all the work you do. As you can see, this is of great importance to 
this committee, because this is something we have to tackle next 
year. 

We’ll leave the record open for 10 days, until September 27. I 
want to thank all my colleagues for all their hard work on this 
issue and other issues before the committee. 

Also, to all of our witnesses who are here, we hope that you will 
be available to us and to our staffs for correspondence and other 
types of information as we move along this fall and next year into 
the Higher Education Act reauthorization. Thank you very much 
for the work you do. Thanks for being here. The hearing is ad-
journed. 

[Additional material follows.] 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

RESPONSE BY MURIEL A. HOWARD, PH.D., TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR ENZI 
AND SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

SENATOR ENZI 

Question 1. At our last hearing, we heard from president Tom Snyder of Ivy Tech, 
who described how his institution is looking to maximize operating efficiencies and 
cut costs. In what ways are States encouraging institutions to find operating effi-
ciencies and cut costs? In what ways do State laws and policies impede institutions’ 
ability to cut costs? 

Answer 1. Given the dramatic rate of State disinvestment in public higher edu-
cation in recent years, public colleges and universities have worked relentlessly to 
identify and implement cost containment strategies, which have led to improved 
operational efficiencies and productivity, while protecting students from additional 
tuition increases. Public, master’s-level comprehensive universities remain, on a 
cost-per-degree completion basis, the most efficient sector of American higher edu-
cation. Yet these institutions continually strive to reduce spending while maintain-
ing academic quality. In an analysis of institutional cost-cutting efforts, detailed in 
Cost Containment: A Survey of Current Practices at America’s State Colleges and 
Universities, AASCU found top sources of cost containment to include energy man-
agement, auxiliary operations (i.e., housing/dining), distance/online learning, and ef-
ficiencies in administrative staffing (see Appendix A, p. 33 of the report for a full 
listing). 

Enhanced operational flexibilities for public college campuses is another avenue 
for further cost reduction. These include changes to capital construction processes, 
data reporting, regulatory burdens, and overly prescribed rules regarding institu-
tional purchasing activities. Regarding the latter, an AASCU study found a number 
of State policy reforms that could lead to significant cost savings in purchasing 
goods and services; savings that can be reallocated to core teaching and learning 
pursuits. Recommendations on State procurement policy reforms are articulated in 
the Executive Summary (p. 8) of the report, Public College and University Procure-
ment: A Survey of the State Regulatory Environment, Institutional Procurement 
Practices, and Efforts Toward Cost Containment. 

Question 2. As you are aware, Congress will be taking steps to reauthorize the 
Higher Education Act in the next 2 years. With this in mind, how can steps now 
being taken by the States serve as a model for us? What types of things are being 
done in the States that can and should be incorporated into Federal efforts to im-
prove affordability, access and completion? 

Answer 2. As I highlighted in my testimony, States are providing institutions with 
some flexibility of State procurement requirements, as well as other State regula-
tions, in order to allow institutions to achieve cost-saving efficiencies. The Federal 
Government should examine how Federal policies influence institutional costs and 
look at minimizing their footprint in those areas. 

Question 3. In your written testimony, you discuss the need to give institutions 
more autonomy. However, given that public institutions are State agencies, how 
much autonomy is too much? Where should States draw the line? 

Answer 3. One of the greatest attributes of the Nation’s higher education system 
is its incredible institutional diversity. Just as our institutions possess distinct mis-
sions, so too do our States provide an array of governance and oversight approaches 
involving public postsecondary systems. Some States have strong, centralized sys-
tems (Wisconsin, New York, North Carolina), while others provide considerable au-
tonomy (Colorado, Michigan, Virginia). In all States, a general consensus among 
university leaders is that greater flexibility to public universities can help maximize 
their ability to meet several important objectives. These include cost containment, 
revenue enhancement, operational efficiencies, economic development through pub-
lic-private partnerships, and college affordability (through strategic tuition and fi-
nancial aid policies). 

It must be underscored that college and university leaders and the governing 
boards remain adamant about ensuring full accountability for taxpayer-provided 
State appropriations and student-paid tuition dollars. Institutional flexibility— 
granted through enhanced State—autonomy—and accountability—are not mutually 
exclusive. Both autonomy and accountability are ideals that can be realized through 
sound public policy measures and effective governance. 
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SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

Question 1. Dr. Howard, thank you for being here today. I am curious about the 
portion of your testimony when you suggested that States give greater flexibility to 
institutions as a strategy to increase college affordability. One of the main things 
that you call for is greater institutional flexibility in setting tuition policy, which 
you say will allow States to maximize efficiency and increase affordability. 

Can you elaborate on the connection between institutional flexibility in setting 
tuition and college affordability? 

Answer 1. As I mentioned in my testimony, in 40 States, institutions do not have 
the ultimate authority to establish their tuition rates. In many States, the State leg-
islature has the ultimate control creating a challenging dynamic. The legislature 
will simply legislate a higher tuition when they are not able to increase State fund-
ing to institutions. Giving institutions more control over this function and allowing 
them to determine tuition price should result in tuition-setting policies at public 4- 
year institutions that are more sensitive to student-consumer costs. 

Question 2. How specifically do you envision institutions using such flexibility to 
foster affordability? 

Answer 2. The most common method by which institutions utilize tuition policy 
to increase student access is through allocating a portion of tuition revenues for 
need-based student financial aid. Institutional need-based aid is an effective college 
affordability strategy for low- and lower middle-income student populations; a group 
whose success in postsecondary education is paramount to national economic and 
workforce goals. 

Further, flexible tuition policies can facilitate college affordability and student 
success. These include policies involving out-of-state students whose revenues are 
used to subsidize the cost of resident students, and differential tuition policies, 
which charge prices that more accurately reflect the costs associated with academic 
programs. 

RESPONSE BY DAVID A. LONGANECKER, ED.D., M.A., B.A., TO QUESTIONS OF 
SENATOR ENZI, SENATOR BENNET AND SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

SENATOR ENZI 

Question 1. At our last hearing, we heard from president Tom Snyder of Ivy Tech, 
who described how his institution is looking to maximize operating efficiencies and 
cut costs. In what ways are States encouraging institutions to find operating effi-
ciencies and cut costs? In what ways do State laws and policies impede institutions’ 
ability to cut costs? 

Answer 1. States are using general approaches to encourage their systems of high-
er education to find operating efficiencies, thus cutting costs. 

• The first, whether intentional or not, is the age-old technique of starving the 
beast. Simply by reducing funding, either in absolute levels as has been the trend 
in the West or in funding level ‘‘per student,’’ States have forced institutions to find 
ways of providing their services for less. While institutions will contend that these 
‘‘draconian’’ actions are decimating higher education, in actual fact institutions have 
found ways to manage well within reasonable cuts. In fact, one of the salutary im-
pacts of this is the recognition of the value of marginal revenues from tuition (even 
without tuition increases), which for most institutions are sufficient to cover the 
marginal costs associated with new students, thus making new students attractive 
as revenue producers, thus, not surprisingly, we see unanticipated FTE student in-
creases. Now, we hear that these new enrollments are exacerbating the funding cri-
sis, when in truth they provide marginal revenues that are helping the institutions. 

• The second general approach, much more intentional, is through performance 
funding, which provides strong incentives for institutions to redirect their funds to 
those goals reflected in the public agenda that drives performance funding reward 
and away from peripheral activities that excite the institution but no one else. 

• The third general approach is incentive funding, which pays institutions for en-
tering into new activities that evidence suggests will increase productivity. For ex-
ample, South Dakota and Tennessee have provided seed funding to encourage insti-
tutions to adopt the blended instruction concept pioneered by the National Center 
for Academic Transformation. Incentive funding and performance funding are often 
thought of as the same thing, but they are far from being the same. Performance/ 
Outcomes funding pays for a desired outcome and comes after the fact. Incentive 
funding pays for an input that is likely to provide the desired outcome and comes 
before the outcome is produced. They can often complement each other, but they are 
distinctly different strategies. 
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Question 2. As you are aware, Congress will be taking steps to reauthorize the 
Higher Education Act in the next 2 years. With this in mind, how can steps now 
being taken by the States serve as a model for us? What types of things are being 
done in the States that can and should be incorporated into Federal efforts to im-
prove affordability, access and completion? 

Answer 2. As I mentioned in my testimony, I believe the Higher Education Act 
could be re-crafted to create a more active partnership between the Federal Govern-
ment and willing States. Given the primary responsibility that the States have con-
stitutionally to provide education, such a partnership makes more sense than hav-
ing the Federal Government try and cover for States’ lack of adequate attention to 
assuring access to success in higher education. Doing this would be a radical depar-
ture, because currently the Federal Government essentially disregards whether 
States support the Federal goals in postsecondary education or not. The argument 
against the partnership approach I propose is that not all States care much about 
educational opportunity for all, and the citizens of those States would be harmed 
if the feds didn’t step in. I argue that, while it is true that not all States are equally 
committed to equal opportunity, we are well pass the huge disparities of the civil 
rights era when the Higher Education Act was initially passed in 1965, and that 
the Federal Government simply can’t afford and shouldn’t afford to bail out States 
that don’t do their share. If States chose to screw their residents, that is unfortu-
nately their prerogative and the Federal Government shouldn’t try and provide 
cover for them. Rather, the Federal Government should share its precious few dol-
lars with States that share the national vision. 

I noted in my testimony that I believe Oregon’s ‘‘design for shared responsibility’’ 
best captures this philosophy. Oregon’s design includes students, their families, phi-
lanthropy, institutions, and State and Federal Governments as shared partners in 
ensuring access to success for their students. Students, as the principal beneficiary 
of the education are expected to contribute what they reasonably can toward their 
education, and this student contribution can be provided from current work, savings 
from past work, loans predicated on future work, and/or earned scholarships. Fami-
lies are expected to contribute, as they should before they expect other taxpayers 
to do so. Philanthropy’s contribution is encouraged and incentivized because it goes 
to reward the student (in the student’s share) for the student’s effort to prepare well 
for college and does not replace the contribution of government. Institutions partner 
by keeping their costs and tuition under control, and the State and Federal Govern-
ments cover the remainder in grant aid because everyone else is tapped out. Note 
that much of what we currently call student aid is actually considered part of the 
student’s contribution in the Oregon scheme. College Work Study is considered a 
portion of the student’s earned contribution, and student loans, likewise, are consid-
ered part of the student’s earned contribution, albeit from future earning, not cur-
rent earnings. Indeed, in the Oregon plan, the amount students are expected to bor-
row is predicated on their projected earnings. It’s a smart idea in which the feds 
could benefit from looking at and perhaps emulating or partnering. 

SENATOR BENNET 

I particularly liked your reference to Washington State’s model of public/private 
partnerships. That’s exactly the kind of collaboration we need so that we can pro-
vide more opportunities for kids to pursue important STEM fields in this 21st cen-
tury economy. 

Question 1. Are there best practices that have been developed in Washington 
State that we can try to replicate in other States? 

Answer 1. First and foremost, thank you, Senator, for your kind introductory re-
marks. 

With respect to the question above, the matching plan in Washington is, indeed, 
a plan that could be replicated elsewhere and is indeed being looked at by a number 
of States. The dilemma is finding a scheme that is attractive enough to attract sig-
nificant private sector engagement. In Washington, the idea for this matching pro-
gram actually came out of the private sector, with leadership coming from Microsoft, 
Boeing, and Costco, and the goal is to have a program that brings in $1 billion in 
private sector funds to match $1 billion in public funds. The dilemma is that, de-
spite the private sector leadership on philosophy, the dollars haven’t followed. To 
date the fund has about $20 million in private sector contributions, which when 
combined with the public sector funds, yields mighty slim pickings for distribution 
to students. 

Alaska and Wyoming in recent years have used portions of their largess from gas, 
oil, and coal fee revenues to fund new ‘‘endowed’’ State-aid programs. It might have 
been interesting if they had established an enduring matching component to keep 
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both the State and the private sector engaged, rather than essentially eliminating 
the need for this portion of the public agenda to be ‘‘taken care of ’’ and no longer 
worthy of their concern. 

Question 2. For example, how can Colorado work with companies who need STEM 
graduates like Lockheed Martin to partner with schools like Colorado School of 
Mines or Red Rocks Community College? 

Answer 2. I’m currently intrigued by an idea being shopped in California to build 
on the Federal loan program, and its income contingent repayment options, to try 
and ‘‘partner’’ by buying down student loans for students staying in California. In 
general, I think this idea of intentionally building on the Federal programs has 
great merit. 

Another grossly underutilized strategy in American higher education is the use 
of cooperative work-study. I’m not talking here about the usual use of the Federal 
dollars for college work-study, but rather programs pioneered at institutions like 
Northeastern University and Cleveland State University, where large portions of 
the student body, particularly in fields like Engineering, engage in intentional part-
nerships between their University and local industry to provide remunerated em-
ployment that imbeds the clinical part of their education and thus is an integral 
part of their degree program. Such programs have multiple benefits, including a 
wonderful way for students to pay for their education, an opportunity for the firms 
involved to gauge whether they want to hire these students (substantially reducing 
recruitment costs), and a much greater likelihood that these students, once educated 
at public expense in your State, will remain in-state because they’ll have time to 
grade in a firm within the State. 

SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

Mr. Longanecker, thank you for being here today. I applaud the work that you 
have done with the Western Interstate Commission, and I hope it continues. I was 
hoping you could speak further to the importance of the Pell grant. I am a strong 
supporter of the Pell grant, and believe it is a critical baseline for many students 
in need. 

Question 1. I know that the western United States has a significant investment 
in public education, and I’d like to hear your thoughts on the ways the Pell grant 
has supported public institutions, and ways in which the program can be improved. 

Answer 1. Despite the rhetoric of some, the evidence is clear that Pell grants 
make it possible for many people to attend college that would not have done so with-
out these grants. I prefer not to think about the ways in which Pell grants help in-
stitutions, because they are intended to help students, not institutions, but without 
doubt many institutions that serve large numbers of Pell grant recipients would not 
be able to remain in business if the students didn’t have the grants that make it 
possible for them to attend college. While many focus on the dependency of for-profit 
institutions on Pell grant recipients for the resources they bring, the case is no less 
true for more community colleges, 4-year public universities, and less selective pri-
vate colleges. 

What we now know, however, is that while Pell grants have made access possible, 
they have not contributed as much as is needed in promoting persistence and com-
pletion of Pell grant recipients. I believe the evidence is strong that adding kickers 
in the Pell grant program for students who achieve above expectations would lead 
to performance above current levels. Indeed, for a few years we had this with the 
Academic Competitiveness and Smart Grants, which provided students additional 
funds if they took a rigorous curriculum in high school and/or majored in a STEM 
field. We know from research that taking the right curriculum in high school is ab-
solutely key to postsecondary success; nonetheless, we dropped the ACG and Smart 
Grants programs because institutions didn’t like them and because States didn’t like 
having to provide a viable high school curriculum. We also know from research that 
greater academic intensity (taking more courses and credit hours) leads to success, 
but we have no incentive for students to take more courses and to become more in-
tensively engaged. In fact we ludicrously define ‘‘full-time’’ as 12 hours of study, 
though no student could receive an Associate Degree in 2 years or a Bachelor De-
gree in 4 years if they took 12 hours per term. Furthermore, students whose Pell 
grant students perform exceptionally well are treated no differently in the Federal 
programs than institutions whose Pell grant students never graduate. We need to 
imbed within the Pell grant programs incentives for students, institutions, and 
States to partner in achieving greater access to success, rather than accommodating 
access to failure. 
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RESPONSE BY JOHN G. MORGAN, B.A., TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR ENZI 
AND SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

SENATOR ENZI 

Question 1. At our last hearing, we heard from president Tom Snyder of Ivy Tech, 
who described how his institution is looking to maximize operating efficiencies and 
cut costs. In what ways is Tennessee encouraging institutions to find operating effi-
ciencies and cut costs? In what ways do State laws and policies impede your ability 
to cut costs? 

Answer 1. The implementation of the Complete College Tennessee Act of 2010 
provided the greatest encouragement for institutions to find operating efficiencies 
and reduce costs. As mentioned in my testimony, a critical component of the CCTA 
is the revised funding formula that, for the first time, emphasizes outcomes instead 
of enrollment. The outcomes funding formula drives priorities within our institu-
tions and encourages accountability and measuring what is important—student suc-
cess. 

As a result of the new funding formula and other components of the CCTA, our 
institutions are striving to improve efficiencies and help students manage their costs 
more effectively by (1) helping them complete their education goals faster, thus sav-
ing tuition dollars, and (2) consolidating services and operations. 

Here are some specific examples: 
1. Helping students complete their education goals faster. 
a. Developing articulation agreements across our public institutions. 
b. Creating the Tennessee Transfer Pathways, a set of 49 universal pathways in 

29 academic disciplines. The pathways define a clear roadmap of courses guaranteed 
to transfer to all of Tennessee’s public and many private institutions. 

c. Launching a ‘‘Finish Faster!’’ initiative to create structured learning commu-
nities at institutions across the system. The initiative includes cohort, block sched-
uling and accelerated programs that provide predictable scheduling to minimize 
completion time. A total of 175 structured-learning community programs are being 
offered in our community colleges. 

d. Creating and implementing the Degree Compass software that helps students 
stay focused on the courses they need and will be successful in completing. 

e. Encouraging the development of dual credit and dual enrollment programs that 
allow high school students to complete college credits before they graduate. 

f. Identifying completion points embedded within degree programs by offering cer-
tificates for students as they complete academic milestones. 

2. Consolidating services and operations 
a. Coordinating an e-procurement system to create efficiencies of scale and nego-

tiate lower pricing for products and services. 
b. Developing a consolidated system for all 13 of Tennessee’s individual commu-

nity colleges across the State. 
c. Creating a marketing plan for Tennessee’s Community Colleges to relay a con-

sistent message and enhance the image of the 2-year schools to encourage more stu-
dents to begin their college careers at a community college. 

d. Encouraging campuses to consolidate academic units where possible and elimi-
nate low-producing programs. 

The greatest impediment to our progress in all of these areas has been the lack 
of a comprehensive financing strategy for higher education in Tennessee. Annual re-
ductions in State funding for higher education and a lack of need-based aid for stu-
dents are significant barriers to achieving our attainment goals. The former has con-
tributed to a consistent rise in tuition, and the latter has kept many able students 
from completing their education goals. 

Question 2. As you are aware, Congress will be taking steps to reauthorize the 
Higher Education Act in the next 2 years. With this in mind, how can steps now 
being taken by the States serve as model for us? What types of things are being 
done in the States that can and should be incorporated into Federal efforts to im-
prove affordability, access and completion? 

Answer 2. When funding is tied to accountability and measurable outcomes, it al-
lows the State to guide priorities. Tennessee has the advantage of a current Gov-
ernor who has demonstrated his commitment to increasing educational attainment 
as well as prior leadership that laid important groundwork through the CCTA. 
While Tennessee’s approach has yet to be fully tested and may not be appropriate 
for other States, a Federal expectation that States should establish data-driven, per-
formance-based approaches would be appropriate. The difficulties in implementing 
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such a policy would be numerous, especially creating parity with private schools. 
However, it may be worth considering. 

Changes in guidelines that regulate financial aid to encourage the implementation 
of alternative-schedule programs (those that run beyond the traditional fall and 
spring semester periods) may also allow institutions to focus more on providing the 
program formats that students need and demand. 

While controversial and perhaps unrealistic, requiring all institutions that receive 
Federal aid directly or through student financial assistance to be accredited by 
agencies that use criteria at least as rigorous as the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools (SACS) and Council on Occupational Excellence (COE) would be 
a major step forward. 

SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

Mr. Morgan, thank you for your testimony. I appreciate you sharing the experi-
ence of Tennessee and its ambitious efforts to address the issue of college afford-
ability. I was particularly struck by the efforts you described to reduce the time it 
takes for each student to complete a program of study and receive a degree. One 
of the major factors that increases a student’s time to degree is the fact that many 
students do not graduate from high school fully prepared to enter higher education. 
As I talk to educators and employers in my home State of Connecticut, I constantly 
hear that students who have practical working experience are much more likely to 
successfully transition into an institution of higher education. Because of these con-
versations, I am planning to introduce legislation that would expand high-quality 
internship and pre-apprenticeship programs in secondary schools. 

Question 1. Can you speak to the way in which practical working experience can 
prepare a student to enter an institution of higher education? What role can intern-
ships and pre-apprenticeships play in reducing time to degree? 

Answer 1. While I cannot provide evidence related to internships and apprentice-
ships at the secondary school level, our TBR institutions have many examples of the 
value of internships and cooperative education programs for enrolled students. Com-
munity college allied health programs require students to spend time in health care 
and emergency response agencies. Our education programs embed student teachers 
in secondary schools. Engineering programs offer cooperative training that allows 
students to work full-time at a company in the midst of their academic plans. These 
programs, and many more like them, have resulted in students who are more em-
ployable and better prepared to enter the workforce. Students who participate de-
velop both soft skills and the hands-on training needed for their careers, refine their 
interests, focus their studies in the fields they want to pursue, and better under-
stand the work environment. 

Question 2. One of my great concerns surrounding college costs deals with trans-
parency. I have heard time and time again that many students aren’t adequately 
presented with the costs they will face, and end up saddled with debt that they are 
unable to repay. I was pleased to see from your testimony that the Tennessee Tech-
nology Centers are leading in transparency, by, for example, providing up-front lists 
of non-tuition costs such as books and supplies. What more can the Federal Govern-
ment do to promote disclosure and standardization, so students know what to expect 
financially? 

Answer 2. This issue is important—particularly as students compare public insti-
tutions with proprietary schools. In Tennessee, students can easily enroll in a pro-
prietary program with the ease of a form and signature. Disclosure is critical as stu-
dents consider their options; they need clarity and understanding of the difference 
between grants, scholarships and loans. 

While I am not familiar with the details of Senator Franken’s proposal as dis-
cussed in the hearing, the concept of requiring a uniform disclosure to students re-
ceiving loans that illustrates likely monthly repayment obligations and total repay-
ments over the loan life is worth further consideration. 

RESPONSE BY CAMILLE PREUS TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR ENZI, SENATOR BENNET 
AND SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

SENATOR ENZI 

Question 1. At our last meeting, we heard from president Tom Snyder of Ivy Tech, 
who described how his institution is looking to maximize operating efficiencies and 
cut costs. In what ways is Oregon encouraging institutions to find operating effi-
ciencies and cut costs? In what ways do State laws and policies impede your ability 
to cut costs? 
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Answer 1. The community colleges in Oregon are chartered by the State but are 
independent jurisdictions with locally elected board members. This statement is by 
way of explanation and context, not an excuse. Given the ‘‘great recession,’’ Oregon 
like many other States, has reduced its State support for postsecondary education 
resulting in many negative impacts such as increases in tuition, reduction in pro-
gram offerings. These funding reductions have also generated a number of adminis-
trative and service efficiencies as institutions look to balance increasing student suc-
cess with reduced revenue. Efficiencies within the institutions include actions such 
as centralizing and streamlining student services, eliminating redundancies in data 
collection and reporting. At the State level we have incented institutions to reduce 
program development costs by underwriting development of new programs across in-
stitutions, expanding and sharing on-line program delivery, disseminating and insti-
tuting promising practices. 

Question 2. As you are aware, Congress will be taking steps to reauthorize the 
Higher Education Act in the next 2 years. With this in mind, how can steps now 
being taken by the State serve as a model for us? What types of things are being 
done in the States that can and should be incorporated into Federal efforts to im-
prove affordability, access and completing? 

Answer 2. Institutional accountability no longer represents responsibility for a 
student only while s/he is enrolled in your institution. Stakeholders, institutions, 
and policymakers now want to know how the student educated in one educational 
sector did in the next step of the educational journey. One way to track student pro-
gression is through the exchange of data from one educational institution to an-
other. Currently, FERPA allows this exchange to systematically happen in only one 
direction, forward, a high school may send student record information to a college 
but the college would need to obtain permission from student to send his or her col-
lege information back to the very high school from which s/he graduated. Oregon 
is adapting its educational structure to create a more seamless Pre-K through 20 
system including accountability across all educational organizations. A Federal 
change to existing FERPA guidelines to explicitly allow the sharing of student data 
backward down the education pipeline would greatly assist in the tracking of stu-
dent preparedness and progress. 

SENATOR BENNET 

Question 1. You mentioned development of a coordinated pre-school through grad-
uate school system of public education in Oregon. 

1. What types of issues have you focused on in early and K–12 education in order 
to make sure that students are college- and career-ready? 

Answer 1. For early learning, the key issues are ensuring that children are raised 
in stable and attached families and are receiving the foundations necessary to guar-
antee they are arriving at Kindergarten ready to learn. The creation of ‘‘early learn-
ing coordination hubs,’’ and focus on implementing some early screening and assess-
ment of risk factors for children, are aimed at ensuring communities are able to co-
ordinate and deliver more services to families based on their needs. At the K–12 
level, several issues emerge in the area of ensuring students are college- and career- 
ready—certifying students are reading at grade level in elementary school, engaging 
and empower parents (particularly parents in underserved communities) to support 
students in reading and in creating a sense of future for their children, exposure 
in middle grades to college culture, to career and vocational opportunities, hands- 
on learning, problem solving and higher levels of problem solving. Important work 
is also being done to confirm that high school students have access to college credits 
and real world experiences, such as internships, by more effectively bridging the 11– 
14 grades. 

Question 2. For example, in Denver, the Children’s Corridor works to make sure 
that all children are prepared for college and their careers by providing a variety 
of affordable health, wellness and education services to support each child. What 
would we need to do to bring this kind of coordination to scale? 

Answer 2. In Oregon, the Early Learning Council is currently working on a Global 
Children’s Budget that will be presented to the Oregon Education Investment Board 
and Legislature in October 2012. This budget describes the State investment nec-
essary to support the health, wellness and educational services for all early learners 
in Oregon. 

SENATOR BLUMENTHAL 

I was particularly struck by the portion of your testimony when you described the 
rapid growth of high skill jobs. Unfortunately, the degrees and certificates offered 
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by our higher education system do not always reflect the prevalence of these emerg-
ing industries. I hear about this trend all the time as I travel across my home State. 
Connecticut employers frequently tell me that they can’t find graduates with the 
skill sets that are required to enter emerging, high-growth industries. For that rea-
son, I introduced the Community College Innovation Act, a bill that would encour-
age community colleges to develop job training programs that lead to an industry- 
recognized credential in a high-growth industry. 

Question 1. Do you see a need to expand job training programs that encourage 
students to enter high-growth industries? 

Answer 1. It is critical to the health of our economy that community colleges offer 
high-quality technical training programs in high-growth industries. Indeed, it is a 
fundamental part of our mission, in an ongoing effort to respond to local and re-
gional economic needs. However, this work presents constant challenges, both in the 
identification of the most promising opportunities, when only a limited number can 
be addressed and in identifying resources to meet them. Compared to traditional 
transfer programs, technical training programs are generally far more costly to de-
liver, as they usually involve expensive technology and must have limited class 
sizes. For these reasons, and because of the extreme negative impact from recent 
funding cuts in Oregon and virtually on all community college campuses across the 
Nation, additional financial support is needed to expand these important efforts. 
Therefore, the Community College Innovation Act would be extremely beneficial to 
our institutions if it were enacted and subsequently funded. The Federal Govern-
ment also can play a constructive role by ensuring that community colleges and 
State agencies have the wage/earnings data they need to evaluate the impact of 
their training programs. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before the committee and please 
do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of further assistance. 

[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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